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Abstract
Occasionally artists need to have their artwork reproduced. The problem is
that most artists do not understand what is involved in the four-color pre-
press and printing processes and, because of this, do not know how to
communicate with printers. Artists often do not realize it is very difficult to
make an exact copy of their artwork when it is reproduced by four-color offset
lithography and are disappointed with the final printed product.
The objective of this thesis project is to educate artists about four-color
printing so they can communicate more effectively with printers. A proto-
type for a booklet entitled An Artist's Guide to Four-Color Printing was created as
a means toward achieving this goal.
The existing literature on this subject includes two books written
specifically for artists and a book specifically about reproducing artwork. All of
these books are currently out of print. The author found five books written
for graphic designers and print buyers (effectively an audience with little or
no understanding of pre-press and printing processes) about four-color
printing that an artist would probably be able to understand, but since they are
not written specifically for artists, it is doubtful they would ever locate these
books. Three books are written for the trade on this subject in language a
person with little or no understanding of pre-press and printing processes
could understand. Again it is questionable that an artist would find these
works. Both books written for graphic designers and those written for trades
people contain small sections about reproducing original artwork. No
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magazine articles were found on this subject in the leading magazines written
for artists.
The author theorized that artists would be more likely to read
information about four-color printing if it was presented in a visual, concise
manner and if it was written specifically for artists. The information for the
guide was gathered primarily from two sources. The author felt she would
understand the processes involved in four-color printing if she physically
went through the process step-by-step. This was accomplished in a case study
reproducing five pieces by Rochester artist David Lang. These pieces are hand
colored black and white photographs. The case study was documented by the
author's husband, Richard Miller, a professional photographer. Richard's
photographs, accompanied by lengthy captions, comprise the first section of
the booklet, showing the reader the pre-press and printing processes step-by-
step. The second section in the booklet is entitled Specific Notes About the
Reproduction of Artwork. The information for this section was gathered from
seven professionals in printing and three artists who have had their artwork
reproduced. The glossary was written from the author's knowledge about the
subject except where footnoted. The author designed the booklet and
produced it using knowledge about typography and desktop publishing
learned at Rochester Institute of Technology.
The booklet was reviewed by seven artists to determine whether such a
booklet would indeed help them to understand what is involved in four-
color printing. A questionnaire was used as a means of collecting responses
to the booklet. These responses were tallied and recorded. The response to the
llX
booklet was favorable. All of the artists replied that they would be able to




Problem Addressed by This Project
A piece of original art is generally produced without reproduction in mind.
The objective is to make a unique art piece, not to reproduce it in mass.
Sometimes, however, in situations where a gallery show invitation, note
cards or a poster is needed, a piece of art must be reproduced. The most
common and most economical method of achieving this is four-color offset
printing. However, because of the limitations of the four-color printing
process, it is difficult to obtain an exact reproduction of the original art. Many
artists do not understand this, and most printers do not have the time or the
ability to explain the limitations of the printing process in a manner that
artists understand. Because of this, artists are often disappointed with the
printed results. It is not possible to change the limitations of four-color
printing. But it is possible for artists and printers to communicate better and
work together within the limitations of the process to obtain a printed piece
that is visually pleasing.
Objective of the Project
Communication between artists and printers is often difficult because they do
not speak the same language. The objective of this project is to help bridge the
communication gap between the technical world of printers and the creative
world of fine artists. One concrete and practical way to do this is to create a
booklet written specifically for artists with little or no experience with four-
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color printing. The booklet could be given out by printers and/or sold in art
supply stores. It would visually show and verbally describe the pre-press and
printing processes in language that an artist could understand. As an initial
step toward that goal, a prototype for such a booklet was created for this thesis
project. The booklet was then reviewed by artists to test the concept that such
a piece would help artists understand the printing process and help them
communicate and work more effectively with printers.
Scope of the Project
The focus of this booklet is the reproduction of original art. It is intended for
artists who have little or no experience in having their artwork reproduced
using four-color offset lithography. The term "original art" includes flat and
three dimensional artwork such as oil paintings, watercolors, drawings of
various media, sculpture, textiles and combinations of these media. It is
assumed that the printing will be done at average or slightly better-than-
average print shops that can be found in most towns in the United States. The
separations can be done either domestically or overseas, but it is assumed the
printer will handle communicating with the separator. High-end laser
scanners are recommended for reproductions larger than 8" x 12". The pluses
and minuses of desk-top scanning are discussed in the booklet. In order to
make this study useful for a variety of projects, the focus concentrates solely
on the description of four-color offset printing. It does not discuss typography
or graphic design even though an artist may need to deal with these aspects
when reproducing a piece of original art. Although the information in this
study will be useful to someone publishing a book of art reproductions, other
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variables in book publishing, such as imposition and bindery, are not
discussed.
The color reproduction process is discussed in a broad sense to include
choosing the original; having a transparency photographed (if that is
necessary); selecting paper; making the color separation; making the proof;
correcting the proof; and completing image assembly, plate making, and
printing. These steps and their interrelationships are discussed in a general
way. The reader is only given the information necessary to become an
educated consumer, not a printing expert.
General Character of the Research
The information gathered to create this booklet was collected from two
sources. The first was a case study conducted by the author while at Rochester
Institute of Technology. The second was a series of interviews conducted by
the author of both artists and printing technicians. The case study provided
the author with fIrsthand experience of the pre-press and printing processes. It
also provided a visual means to show the process step-by-step in the booklet.
At every stage of the process, photographs were taken by Richard Miller.
These photographs are used in the booklet along with lengthy captions
describing each step. The interviews with artists and people in the printing
fIeld provided information about specifIc aspects of the reproduction of
original art. This information was synthesized into the Specific Notes About the
Reproduction of Artwork section in the booklet. The need for such a booklet was
also demonstrated by responses to questions in the interviews.
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Reasons for Undertaking This Project
The author developed an interest in this topic through personal and
professional experience. She has been a practicing artist for most of her life.
Her undergraduate degree is a Bachelor of Arts in Design Principles.
Professionally her career led her to being a liaison between the art and the
manufacturing departments of a major West Coast magazine. In this capacity,
she became aware of the language barrier between the two departments. Many
of the artists and designers with whom she worked felt the print production
process was too technical for them to understand, and some of the technicians
and their representatives thought that artists were talented but "stupid prima
donnas" with no desire to understand the limitations of print reproduction.
Due to this experience, the author wanted to try to devise a way to close
this communication gap between artists and printing technicians so that
artists will be more pleased with the work they have reproduced and to make
the process more efficient and, therefore, more economical for both the
printer and the artist/ customer. Because of her experience as a liaison
between printers and artists, she felt that if she could experience the printing
process firsthand, she would be able to explain the technology in a way that
artists could understand. She theorized that artists would be most likely to
read about the process if the information was presented in a visual manner,
accompanied by short bits of information written specifically for artists. This
thesis project synthesizes her previous personal and professional experience
along with her education at Rochester Institute of Technology.
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Chapter 2
Statement of the Problem
The primary problem this thesis project attempts to solve is that artists do not
understand what is involved in the four-color pre-press and printing
processes. Due to this lack of understanding, they do not know how to
communicate with printers, and they are usually displeased by the results
when they have their artwork reproduced. Several reasons for this lack of
understanding are possible.
The first potential reason for misunderstanding is that the very word
reproduction is commonly thought to mean an exact copy, which is very
difficult using four-color offset lithography. The process creates an image that
is really just many tiny dots in four colors (cyan, magenta, yellow and black)
that fool the eye into seeing a full-color continuous tone image. Interestingly
when the word "reproduction" is looked up in Webster's Dictionary, the
definition includes exact copy, but also defines the word to mean a
representation in another form or medium and an imprint or impression (Guralnik
1976). These later meanings are close to the truth of what happens when any
image is reproduced using four-color offset lithography.
A second reason involves the education of artists and the attitude
toward reproducing art at all. Whether artists are self-taught or formally
schooled, their education rarely reviews what is involved in commercial
printing. In fact, the concept of reproduction is antithetical to the concept of
creating one-of-a-kind material. When the topic of reproduction of artwork
was researched in the process of working on this thesis, there was quite a bit
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of material on the ethics of reproduction and evidence of a lucrative,
although questionable, trade of creating what is commonly known as "fakes"
to trick a potential buyer into thinking the copy was the real thing. The fact
that forgeries of original art are made is a reason that information on how to
reproduce art is not part of formal art training. Some purists consider any
reproduction to cheapen the value, both monetarily and aesthetically, of the
original.
A third reason is that printing is a relatively precise, technological, by-
the-book process, while making art is often a creative, intuitive, break-the-
rules process. Although there are creative solutions to technological
problems, the most consistent results happen when the skills of the trade are
mastered rather than when the limits of the process or the equipment are
tested. The very concept of limits is adverse to many artists. Four-color
printing, on the other hand, is full of limitations.
Finally, an animosity often exists between printers and fine artists that
makes it difficult to communicate. Both printers and artists fear an arrogant
attitude of the other. Artists fear that printers will not understand their needs,
and printers fear that artists will not understand the limitations of the
printing process. Because of this, printers are often not willing to educate
artists, and artists are not willing to learn from printers. This animosity is
characterized in the following quotes from both artists and trades people.
"1 don't know anybody [artists or illustrators] who likes printers ....
It's mostly the fault of the printers." When Mr. Pratt was asked if he
thought printers are interested in educating artists his reply was
"No, and they are not interested in being educated themselves. In
other words they don't want to know the purpose of the artwork ...
they are going to do it their way no matter what" (Pratt 1990).
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" ... the average graphic designer at the creative end, they know
enough to get them in trouble and not much more" (Harrold 1990).
"1 think they [artists] are very frustrating to deal with because they
don't know the printing process, and when a printer asks them a
question, they don't know the answer .... We talk different
languages" (Olds 1990).
"They [artists] don't understand the printing process, and we don't
understand art. Sometimes we have a tough time
understanding/interpreting what they really want. If we guess
wrong, sometimes there are problems" (Olds 1990).
"1 don't think the average artist is real knowledgeable about the
process of printing. I don't know where you can get that education
because the people who know it generally are not going to be
teaching it to fine artists" (Olds 1990).
This final quote demonstrates how it is difficult for artists to educate
themselves on the subject. Only a few fine art degree programs offer classes
that teach artists about four-color printing. Graphic design programs rarely
offer classes about working with printers, even though the information is
essential to the business of a graphic designer. A few books are available on
this subject written specifically for an audience with little or no
understanding of pre-press and printing processes. Most of these works are
written for graphic designers, not artists. Graphic designers have more of an
incentive to read a book on the subject than do artists because their day-to-day
livelihood is dependent on it. Artists, on the other hand, usually interact
with printers occasionally and have less of an incentive to read a book on the
subject. Another aspect that makes these books less useful to artists is that the
major portion of the discussion in these books deals with four-color printing
in general and not with reproducing artwork specifically.
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Chapter 3
Review of the Literature
The author found only a few pieces of existing literature intended specifically
for artists with little or no knowledge of printing. These works are reviewed
below, however they are all currently out of print.
A fair amount of literature exists about color separation and four-color
offset lithographic printing. Most of this written material is technical and
intended for an audience either professionally or academically involved in
printing, in other words, people with at least a moderate understanding of the
process. This more technically oriented literature is not reviewed because it
would not be understood by artists.
Books are written for graphic designers on four-color pre-press and
printing processes. Historically graphic designers learned about pre-press and
printing on the job from their suppliers. Their formal education rarely
included this information. In the last fifteen years, books written specifically
for graphic designers have been published both because of an increase in the
number of practicing graphic designers and because of changes in technology.
These books can be understood by an audience with little or no
understanding of pre-press and printing processes, including artists.
The existence of desktop publishing has been a major reason for the
proliferation of material on printing. Today anyone with access to the
equipment can make separations on a computer with or without any training
in printing. Because of this, the printing industry and the producers of
software have been forced to respond to, educate and work with their
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customers. Evidence of this phenomenon is a booklet that accompanies the
page layout software Adobe Pagemaker 5.0 entitled Commercial Printing Guide. In
this booklet, Johnny Sutton from the largest U. S. printing firm, R. R.
Donnelly, states, ''For us it's a training issue. Most of our customers want to
do it [in-house pre-press]. We show them how to make the tools do what they
want them to do" (Commercial Printing Guide 1995, 25).
The works listed below include the out-of-print books written
specifically for artists, the two books on how to photograph artwork and the
books written for graphic designers that include information on four-color
printing.
Aldrich-Ruenzel, Nancy, ed. Designer's Guide to Print Reproduction. New
York: A Step-by-Step Publishing BooklWatson-Guptil Publications, 1990.
This book, like many of the others listed here, covers all aspects of the pre-
press and printing processes in language a person with little or no
understanding of pre-press and printing processes would understand. It is
produced by the editors of Step-by-Step magazine, a publication geared toward
graphic designers.
Ballinger, Raymond A. Art and Reproduction, Graphic Reproduction
Techniques. New York: Van Norstrand Reinhold Company, 1977.
This book is written specifically for artists and designers. It is presented in a
graphically interesting format, primarily illustrations with captions. The
running text is limited to specific topics and only runs for one page at a time.
The topics covered include line, halftone and four-color printing. Paper
making is also described. The text is written from the context of the craft of
printing. The author of this book theorizes that artists are interested in the
processes of pre-press and printing.
Bann, David and John Gargan. How to Check and Correct Color Proofs.
Cincinnati: Northlight Books, 1990.
The audience for which this book is intended is art directors and graphic
designers. The layout is comprised primarily of photographs. The
information would be useful to an individual whose job/career deals with
correcting proofs. The book contains more information than most artists
would ever want to know. Two pages discuss correcting color of original art.
Beach, Mark. Getting It Printed, Revised and Updated. Portland, Oregon:
Coast to Coast Books, 1986.
This book, as its subtitle says, discusses: How to work with printers and graphic
arts services to assure quality, stay on schedule and control costs. It covers all aspects
of the printing process including typography, color separation, scheduling,
printing and binding. It is written for a person with little or no knowledge of
the pre-press and printing processes. It includes an extensive glossary of
printing terms.
Beach, Mark and Ken Russon. Papers for Printing, How to Choose the
Right Paper at the Right Price for any Printing Job. Portland, Oregon: Coast
to Coast Books Inc., 1989.
Paper choice has a large impact on any printing job, both visually and
financially. The book gives a great deal of practical information about paper
and its selection. The greatest attribute of this book is its large collection of
printed samples.
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Campbell, Alastair. The Graphic Designers Handbook. Philadelphia:
Running Press, 1987.
This vertical format, one-inch thick book, covers the topics of design,
photography, design equipment, typesetting, reproduction and printing
production. The latter two topics comprise about two-thirds of the
publication. It is an easy-to-use reference manual geared toward graphic
designers. Many well designed illustrations, photographs and charts are used
in conjunction with text. The book has a contemporary design which is both
aesthetically pleasing and a helpful means of presenting the information.
These two aspects make this book useful and appealing to visually oriented
people. Parts of the book can be read without reading the entire book; it is
truly useful as a reference.
The Color Separation Scanner, booklet #Q-78. Rochester: Eastman Kodak
Company, 1981.
This short booklet probably gives more technical information than most
designers and artists care to know; however, the material is presented for a
person with minimal understanding of pre-press processes. The table of
contents is detailed, making it possible for the reader to chose information on
a topic he/she wants to understand more fully. It is likely that a print buyer
would hear words like gray balance or reflection copy, and then he/she could
read about them more in depth in this publication.
Eckstein, Helene W. Color in the 21st Century. New York: Watson-Guptill
Publications, 1991.
Ms. Eckstein observed that most print buyers learned by trial and error over a
period of 20 years, and this method of learning "cost their companies money,
caused them embarrassment, or [the work done] resulted in a bad job"
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(Eckstein 1991). She started teaching color printing seminars, and the book is
an outgrowth of those. Her intent was to help people avoid the 20 years of
"falling on their face" (Eckstein 1991). This book is unusual in that it is
written for print buyers and substantiates the notion that it is virtually
impossible to create a true match using four-color offset lithography. This
idea is commonly known among printers, but the information, for reasons
not understood by the author of this thesis, is not widely communicated to
print buyers. The design of the book is very straightforward, almost boring.
This could be a drawback to designers and artists who usually tend to like a
more visually stimulating presentation. On the other hand, this book is very
well organized and easy to follow. The topics covered are: how to see color;
printing in color; color separations; selecting and working with a color
separator; transparencies for reproduction; color prints, artwork and other
input materials; how to save money; color electronic pre-press systems;
desktop color; evaluating color proofs; and printing a four-color job.
Reproducing original art is specifically covered on four pages. Similar to The
Graphic Designers Handbook, this book can be used as a reference, and it is not
necessary to read the entire book. Although a great deal of information is
covered, if the reader is interested and has a need to know the information,
the presentation of the material is not overwhelming. Of all the books listed
in this review of literature, the author of this thesis recommends this one the
most.
Pocket Pal. New York: International Paper Company, 1984.
The name of this book is derived from how it was used: literally in the pocket
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of printing professionals for easy reference. Printing and graphic arts are often
learned on the job, and this book is used widely through out the industry to
aid in that process. Graphic designers refer to it often to better understand
printing. The simple, direct prose and large quantity of illustrations and
photographs make it easy to follow.
Lewis, John and Edwin Smith. ReproducingArt. New York: Frederick A.
Praeger, Publishers, 1969.
Reproduction of original art is the sole topic of this book, including the ethics
and history of art reproduction and other methods besides offset four-color
lithography. The examples of reproduced art include three dimensional work
as well as paintings and drawings. The best place to look for this book is used
book stores and libraries as it is out of print.
Schmid, Claus-Peter. Photography for Artists and Craftsmen. New York:
Van Norstrand Reinhold and Company, 1975.
Theoretically this book is written for amateur photographers who have had
experience with single lens reflex cameras. The book describes how to step up
lights, how to choose the appropriate film, how to take meter readings to set
the camera at the correct aperture and how to adjust for the color temperature
of artificial tight. An individual, without previous experience in studio
photography, who has an incentive to save money, may go to the trouble of
photographing his/her own work. However, it is likely that the quality of the
final printed piece would not look as good as if a professional had
photographed the piece of original artwork and the cost savings would
probably not be justified. The artist would be better off in most cases to hire a
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professional photographer. This book could be helpful to a photographer with
some experience in studio photography who has a desire to shoot artwork.
Simon, Hilda. Color in Reproduction, Theory and Technique forArtists and
Designers. New York: The Viking Press, 1980.
This book is written for both artists and designers. It is comprised of many
illustrations, including a section showing the combinations of different
process ink colors. The type is large. The format is similar to a children's book.
Southworth, Miles. Color Separation Techniques. Livonia , New York:
Graphic Arts Publishing, 1989.
Although probably more technical and more information than most artists
would want to read, this book is included because it could be understood by a
person with little or no understanding of the pre-press and printing processes.
As the title suggests, the book is solely about color separation. No other parts
of the printing process are discussed, nor is there any specific information on
reproducing artwork. It is a useful book for someone who wants to
understand color separation thoroughly. On the other hand, it could be
overwhelming to someone with little understanding of what is involved in
having a color image reproduced.
Southworth, Miles. Pocket Guide to Color Reproduction. Livonia, New York:
Graphic Arts Publishing Company, 1987.
This is a small book with a yellow cover, and like Pocket Pal it is intended for
individuals in the color separation business to use on the job. It gives a
concise technical understanding of color reproduction. It is written for
someone with a beginner's knowledge of color reproduction. This book is less
technical than Southworth's other book discussed above.
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White, John. The Artist's Handbook for Photographing Their Own
Artwork. New York: Crown Trade Publishers, 1994.
Although billed as a book for artists, this book is really for a photographer. An
individual who is a "do-it-yourself" type may benefit from it. Using this book
to learn how to photograph one's own artwork is similar to learning a
desktop publishing program to produce a business card. Any artist would
probably be better off hiring a professional. This book does contain a chapter
on hiring professionals, so apparently the author has a similar view.
Information on how to look at transparencies is also discussed.
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Chapter 4
Solution to the Problem
As a means of educating artists about four-color printing, the author chose to
create a small booklet, or guide, written specifically about reproducing original
artwork for artists with no previous knowledge on the subject. She theorized
that the manner in which the information was presented would facilitate
artists'
understanding of the material. Her thinking is that, because artists are
visual people, they are more likely to read and understand technical
information if the material is presented in an illustrated format with
descriptive captions rather than lengthy text. She also theorized that because
artists generally tend to think and read in a non-linear way, the material
should be presented as bulletined pieces of information about specific topics.
The data should be presented in a manner that can be understood when read
in parts without needing to read all of the material presented. The guide
should be presented in a short booklet form so it will seem less
overwhelming to the audience, and they would be more likely to read it. To
keep the guide concise, only the steps of the four-color printing process and
specific information that pertains to reproducing artwork would be discussed.
How these aspects were executed in the guide is discussed in Chapter Five,
Methodology. The testing of these theories is discussed in Chapters Six, The




This thesis project consists of four parts. The first two parts discuss the means
for gathering information for the guide: the case study and the interviews.
The third part concerns writing and producing the guide, and the fourth part
is the evaluation of the project.
The information for this project was gathered in two methods. The first
was a case study in which the author physically went through the pre-press
and printing process step-by-step. The second method consisted of
interviewing three artists and seven printing professionals who have had
experience in reproducing original artwork. This information was then
organized into a guide. Finally the guide was presented to eight artists who
would be typical readers. These artists were asked to analyze the guide based
on a list of questions as a means for testing the viability of this project. A diary
from the case study written by the author, the questions used in the
interviews, the transcripts from the interviews, the text for the booklet and
the questionnaire given to the artists along with their responses can be found
in Appendices A, B, C, D and E respectively.
Case Study
The case study took place at Rochester Institute of Technology in April and
May 1990. The artwork used for the study was hand-colored photographs by
David Lang, a local Rochester artist. These particular works were chosen for
two reasons: first, because the author liked them and second, because they are
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mixed media (soft focus photographs with colored pencil and dyes); therefore,
they would be a challenge to reproduce. Each step of the process was
photographed by Richard Miller. These photographs are used in the guide
with lengthy captions as a way to demonstrate the four-color printing process
step-by-step. A journal account of this case study can be found in Appendix A.
Table 1, below, shows the equipment used to accomplish this case study
and the professors and/or teaching assistants who assisted in the use of these
pieces of equipment. It should be understood that the author physically
participated and, in most cases, fully handled each step of this project with the
supervision of the professors and/or teaching assistants.
Table 1. Equipment used and Professor and/or T. A. who assisted in producing the case
study
Process Equipment Professor/T.A.
Selection of the artwork Viewing booth Joe Noga/Bill Birkett
Paper selection RIT SPMS
Paper inventory
Joe Brown/Eric Sanderson
Scanning Scanner Kelly Laughlin
Proofing Dupont Chromalin
Image assembly Light table and
duplicating cameras
JimManning
Plate making Plate processor JimManning/
Eric Sanderson
Printing Heidelberg 1/C Press Eric Sanderson
Cutting Paper cutter Eric Sanderson
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Interviews
Nine of the interviews were conducted over the phone in June 1990. A tenth
interview was conducted in August 1995. All of the interviews were tape
recorded and later transcribed. The interviewees represented a cross section of
artists and printing professionals consisting of: John Hanley, a Customer Sales
Representative who primarily deals with color separation, associated with
Toppan, a large Asian printer where a large percentage of the Company's
work is books containing reproductions of artwork; Chris Harrold with Ailing
and Cory, a paper salesman; Doug Olds and Scott Ramsey owner and
manager, respectively, of Olds Printing Service in Redwood City, California, a
medium job printer who has won many awards for their printing quality;
Barbara Pope, a graphic designer /production manager whose clients include
the Bishop Museum in Honolulu, Hawaii; Douglass Pratt, from Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, an illustrator who specializes in realistic topics of natural history
for books such as field guides; Allan Robinson, from Easthampton,
Massachusetts, a letter press printer and wood block artist Carolyn Schwartz,
from Palo Alto, California, a watercolor artist; (all three of these artists have
had a medium to extensive amount of experience in having their artwork
reproduced); Don Sigovich with Gamma I in New York City, a photographer
who developed a special camera for shooting artwork; Steve Stinehour,
owner of Meridan Stinehour in Vermont, a company that specializes in the
reproduction of fine artwork; and John Sullivan, owner, desk-top separator
and printer of Logos Graphics in San Francisco.
The interview subjects were located by various means. The author met
Barbara Pope at a workshop. Ms. Pope facilitated the contacts with Steve
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Steinhour, John Hanley, Allan Robinson and Douglass Pratt. Steve Steinhour
referred Don Sigovich. Carolyn Schwartz is a personal friend of the author.
Ms. Schwartz referred Doug Olds and Scott Ramsey of Olds Printing. Joe
Brown, a professor at PJT, referred Chris Harrold. The interviewees were first
contacted by telephone to determine whether they would be interested in
participating in the interview. If they were interested, a telephone call was
scheduled. Before the interview occurred, a list of questions was sent to each
interviewee so he/she could be prepared with information, and in this way
the interview time was used most efficiently. A list of questions was prepared
for each type of profession, (i.e.. artist, separator, printer). These lists can be
found in Appendix B.
Most of the interviews lasted about half an hour. The questions were
used as a starting point and tangents were taken when relevant information
was presented. To remain consistent, all of the questions on the questionnaire
for each category were asked of each interviewee within that category. The
transcripts of the interviews can be found in Appendix C.
Writing and Producing the Guide
The guide is comprised of five elements: the step-by-step photographed case
study, the specific tips, the glossary, a list of questions to ask a printer, and the
list of references for further reading. Both the written material and the design
of the guide were executed with this thesis project in mind. The following
discussion describes how the guide was put together from raw material to
finished prototype.
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Preliminary Layout for the Booklet
The length of the booklet was determined by deciding the optimum length
for each element. The objective was to cover the material somewhat
thoroughly yet concisely so as not to overwhelm the reader.
The first step in developing the case study was to edit the slides so that
captions could be written for the specific photographs. The objectives for
editing were: 1) to choose the fewest number of slides possible and yet still
show each step of the printing and pre-press process, and 2) to select a group
of slides that would have a variety of visual compositions. The transparencies
were first edited from thirty-five images to eighteen images and then from the
eighteen down to thirteen images. After editing was completed, it was decided
to add two drawings to illustrate the basics of four-color printing and to shoot
another photograph of the entire press. These photographs, which would be
paired with lengthy captions, fit neatly onto six pages (or three spreads).
Four pages (or two spreads) was the length established for the specific
notes section because this seemed the maximum amount of space that could
contain information without overwhelming the reader. The purpose of the
glossary in this booklet was to define words used in the booklet and not to be
excessive in regards to graphic arts nomenclature; therefore, the length of the
glossary was set at two pages (or one spread). An introduction would fall on
the opening page, and the list of further reading and a checklist of questions
to ask a printer would fall each on a page at the back of the booklet. Once these
lengths were set, a rough layout was drawn so that the information could be
written to fit the space.
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Text for the Booklet
The next step in producing the guide was to take the raw information from
the case study journal and the interview transcripts and synthesize and
organize it so that an artist with little or no previous knowledge of printing
could understand it.
The introduction was written after the captions to assure that it would
correspond accurately. It describes generally what the guide is, for whom it is
intended and what it seeks to accomplish as a result of artists reading it.
The captions were written and rewritten six times before they were
satisfactory. It was very difficult to distill what could be said about each
photograph into succinct captions that someone with no previous knowledge
of the subject could understand. Even though the space allowed for each
caption was they same, the captions were written to different lengths so they
would not appear as ixinning text.
The interviews with people who have had experience with
reproducing art using four-color printing were used to obtain the information
for the Specific Notes About Reproducing Art section. Three by five note cards
were written from the transcripts of the interviews relating to specific topics
such as working with a printer and choosing originals. The cards were then
organized by topic. To assure that the pieces of information written on these
cards could be referenced later, the initials of the interviewee and the number
of the page in the transcription the information appeared was written on the
card. The information on each three-by-five card along with the reference data
was then entered into the computer by topic. This material was then edited
and paraphrased to read as a unit of information. It was very interesting to
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find how well all the information fit together and how the information from
different interviewees substantiated each other. All of the artists thought the
same, all of the printers thought the same, etc.
The words in the glossary were chosen by going through the captions
in the case study section and the information in the specific notes section and
selecting words that either are specific to pre-press and printing or have a
specific meaning when used in conjunction with pre-press and printing. The
information in the definitions is from the author' knowledge of the topic
unless referenced. In the process of creating the glossary, the information
filled two spreads instead of the one spread originally decided upon. This
second spread was added since the glossary would primarily be used for
reference and because adding another spread would have no detrimental
impact on the overall design of the booklet.
The checklist was devised by taking each topic in the specific notes
section and rephrasing those topics as questions to ask when interviewing
printers. This section was written in the second person to make it useful for
artists.
The Annotated List of Further Reading is comprised of books and
magazines that are currently in print and written in such a way that an artist
with tittle or no knowledge of pre-press and printing would understand.
Some works fell into these categories but, because they contained more
information than a person with little or no understanding of the printing
processes would want to read or know, consequently, were left off the list.
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A bibliography and list of footnotes were added to the back of the
booklet. The interviews with the artists and printing professionals were listed
in this location.
The text for the guide can be found in manuscript form, in
Appendix D.
Design and Production of the Booklet
The booklet was designed with the objective of presenting the information in
a visual manner. The intent was to create sections of short discussions about
specific topics, where the data could be understood when read in parts
without needing to read all of the material presented. Bookman was chosen
as the typeface for the text and Avant-Garde was chosen for the display type.
Cyan, magenta, yellow and black graphical elements were used to identify
each section. The author does not consider graphic design one of her strong
points and, therefore, found this aspect of the project challenging.
QuarkXpress was used to typeset and format the booklet. The
transparencies of images for the case study were scanned at the service bureau
Ivey Searight in Seattle. These scans were stored on two SyQuest discs. The
images were then put in PhotoShop to size, crop, and modify. The press
image for example had a green cast that was removed. This image had the
background dropped out as well. The work using Photoshop was done with
the assistance of Tony Reid, the author's office assistant and resident
computer expert. The first two images in the case study and the press "drop
outs"
on the cover were also created in PhotoShop. The enlarged halftone
image (p. 1 in the booklet) is a portion of the second scanning image. It was
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created using the halftone function. Mr. Reid helped considerably with the
creation of these images. Unfortunately, because of technical difficulties, the
illustration demonstrating additive and sub tractive color was blurry when it
was printed out. In the interest of staying on schedule it was decided to go
forward with the blurry image. These two images and the scanned
photographs were then put into the QuarkXpress document.
Twelve copies of the booklet were printed out at Ivey Searight. These
were then trimmed to size and bound with a plastic spiral binding at
Kinko's copies in Seattle. The laser printer at Ivey Searight was unable to
use thick cover stock in their printer; therefore, the cover was printed on
regular text stock. In the process of trimming, the author realized it would not
be possible to have a cover larger than the rest of the booklet as it was
designed because one of the technicians at Kinko's would do the actual
binding, and it could not be guaranteed that the booklet would be centered
between its covers. The press images on the cover were designed for a 9 1/2" x
9 1/2" cover. To accommodate for the spiral binding the decision was made to




and have the cover over hang the front edge by
1 12". Originally the idea was to include the prints from the case study in a
pocket in the back of the booklet. This was no longer possible because of the
need to trim the cover and because the weight of the cover was too flimsy.
Evaluation of the Project
The usefulness of this guide as well as its particular presentation was tested by
distributing copies of the guide, along with the prints from the case study to
eight artists. Six of the artists were chosen by Karen Gates Hildt, former
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Director of the Seattle Arts Commission from 1978-1983, and Regional
Coordinator of the Design Arts Program for the National Endowment for the
Arts (NEA) 1983-1990. Currently she serves on NEA panels. The selected
artists are all professionals, and their work has been displayed publicly. The
other two artists are friends of the author. They volunteered to read the
booklet and comment on it. They are also professional artists and their work
has been shown to the public.
A questionnaire was created to help the artists respond to the booklet
easily and to give the author a method to quantify the responses. The
questionnaire is organized in two parts, Part A and Part B. Part A asks
questions about the artist's previous experience with four-color printing. Part
B asks questions about the booklet. Copies of the completed questionnaires
can be found in Appendix E.
The questionnaire, a return envelope, the booklet and a set of prints
from the case study where distributed to the artists on Friday, August 25, 1995.
The responses in the questionnaires were then tallied, and the results




Eight artists were chosen to read the booklet and comment on it with the use
of a questionnaire. Seven of these artists returned the questionnaire. The
artists who returned the questionnaire are Ed Cain, monotype printmaker,
Port Townsend; Lee Katzenbach, watercolor painter; Port Townsend; Elaine
Levy, watercolor and mixed media artist, Port Townsend; Stephanie Lutgring,
sculpter and print maker, Port Townsend; Terry Pattison, a textile artist, Port
Townsend; Lynn Van Campbell, textile artist and instructional designer,
Rochester, N. Y; and Stephen Yates, oil painter, Port Townsend. The
following discussion considers the result of the questionnaires returned by
these artists.
The artists who reviewed the booklet work in a variety of media
including watercolor, oil, monotype printing, textiles and metal sculpture. Of
the seven, six have a need to have their work reproduced for a variety of
needs including notecards, posters, catalogs, gallery show announcements,
textbooks and portfolios. The artists' knowledge of four-color printing prior to
reading the booklet varied. Three of the artists had a general understanding,
two knew a little and two knew nothing about it.
Six of the artists have had artwork reproduced. About half of the time
they were pleased with the results. In the cases when they were displeased, it
was because the results of the finished printed piece were "too far from the
original" (Cain 1995), "the color was not accurate and there was no detail in
the light area" (Campbell 1995), "poor clarity, distorted color, unauthorized
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cropping of
image" (Yates 1995). In these cases the artists only vaguely
understood what the problems were. The printers either briefly explained the
process or did not explain it at all. The printers explained to one artist that an
exact match is not possible, somewhat explained this concept with three
others and did not explain it at all with the other two. The other artist did not
answer this question. All of the artists felt that printers only "sort
of"
understood them. One artist felt he understood what printers communicate
to him, and four felt they partially understood what printers communicate to
them.
Generally the response to the booklet was favorable. All of the artists
felt they would be able to communicate with printers better as a result of
reading the booklet. Three of the artists understood the material presented in
the booklet completely and four understood it more or less. Six of the artists
thought the case study was a useful way to understand the steps involved in
the pre-press and printing processes. One did not, she thought it would be
more helpful if the photographs were numbered (Lutgring 1995). Six of the
artists replied that the captions were both interesting and understandable.
Two of these six wrote the exclamatory notes in the margin: "good
job!"
(Lutgring 1995) and "very well
written"(Levy 1995). All of the artists believed
they had a better understanding of what is involved in four-color printing as
a result of looking at the photographs and reading the captions in the case
study.
When asked whether they preferred running text with short inserted
questions or illustrations with lengthy captions, two of the artists replied they
preferred running text, and five replied that they preferred illustrations with
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lengthy captions. One of the artists who circled running text also wrote that
she did not understand the difference between the two. The other artist who
circled running text may not have understood the question either because
further on in the questionnaire he stated he preferred looking at photographs
as opposed to reading. The following comments were made as suggested
changes to the case study: "number the photos" (Lutgring 1995), "... include
information on how a press works and the jobs of the people you will
meet (Pattison 1995), "some photos could have details...loupe and pin
registration are not clear, also I could see the serpent head but I could not see
the blowing pages" (Van Campbell 1995) and "additional photos of details
described" (Yates 1995).
Three of the artists understood the section entitled Specific Notes
Regarding the Reproduction of Artwork completely. Four understood it more or
less. One of these people made the parenthetical comment that that was how
he understood most things (Katzenbach 1995). All seven artists stated that
they started at the beginning and read to the end. Five of the artists found the
information useful, and two did not comment. One of the artists also marked
that it was just the right amount of information (Yates 1995). Elaine Levy
wrote that at first she did not understand the discussion of screen resolution
but then went back and read the part of the case study pertaining to color
separation, and she had a better understanding of screen resolution after that.
Lynn Van Campbell suggested making a list of the topics at the beginning of
the section. She thought that the section was a bit confusing because it looked
like running text but the information was really separate items. Stephen Yates
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suggested a brief discussion on printing black and white, (single halftone)
prints of color images because that often occurs because of cost constraints.
The Glossary was used by four artists in the process of reading the
booklet. Three of the artists did not use it at all. Of the six artists who had had
work reproduced, five of them encountered words they did not understand in
the process of having their work reproduced. All of these artists agreed it
would be useful to understand what the words meant. All seven of the artists
agreed that, if they were having something printed, the glossary in the
booklet would be useful. One of the artists wrote in the margin that she
thought it would be very useful. (Levy 1995) The questionnaire asked the
artists to read some descriptions in the glossary to words previously
unknown to them to verify whether the definitions were written clearly. All
seven of the artists responded that they understood the descriptions.
The response to the List of Questions to Ask Your Printer was favorable.
All seven of the artists felt they would use it, six of them circled the response
that they would read it over and keep it in mind. Two wrote in the margin
that they would make notes to take with them (Katzenbach and Lutgring
1995). Two artists circled the response that they would make a copy of the list
and take it with them on an interview. Stephen Yates suggested listing
options in case the printer did not have what was listed available.
The interest in the Annotated List for Further Reading was mixed. When
asked if they would read any of the books, one of the artists circled
"yes," two
of the artists circled the response
"Maybe"
and three circled the response
"Probably
not." The other artist wrote that he would definitely look at some of
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the books, especially if they had good photographs, and that maybe he would
read the books (Katzenbach 1995).
When asked the question, "If you had not been asked to read this
booklet and you were looking for information on the subject of reproduction
of original artwork, which of the following would you be most likely to
read?" five of the artists answered "small pamphlet," one answered "medium
length book" and four answered "magazine article." Some artists circled both
small pamphlet and magazine article.
"Brief and to the point" (Katzenbach 1995) and variations on this
sentiment were a common description of the prototype of the booklet read by
the artists. Other descriptions included: "well presented" (Pattison 1995),
"useful" (Lutgring 1995), "concise" (Cain and Van Campbell 1995),
"interesting" (Van Campbell 1995), a "good introduction to color printing"
(Katzenbach 1995) and "makes the process understandable" (Yates 1995). One
of the artists said she would recommend it to fellow artists whom she has
witnessed have frustration when they had their artwork reproduced (Levy
1995). Another of the artists suggested that she would like "some information
on computer generated [art] or art on disks" (Pattison 1995).
A few overall comments were written at the ends of the
questionnaires. One of these comments stated that it was difficult to
understand the footnotes because there were no page numbers in the booklet
(Katzenbach 1995). This same artist wrote that while he liked the case study
prints, he did not understand their relevance to the booklet or how they
would help him further understand what was involved in the process
(Katzenbach 1995). One of the artists suggested separating the numbers from
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the dots in the case study headings because it was difficult to read them (Van
Campbell 1995). She also suggested using cover stock (Van Campbell 1995).
All of the artists stated that they liked the booklet and they were appreciative
of the opportunity to read it.
Various typographical errors were found by the artists. Under Press
checks
"raely"
should have been "rarely" in the Questions to Ask Your Printer
section in the last question,
"opportunigy"
should have been "opportunity."
In the last paragraph of the discussion on Separation Proof, "mafe" should
have been "made," "poosible" should have been "possible" and "accepatable"
should have been "acceptable" (Lutgring and Van Campbell 1995). One of the
artists corrected the word choice in the caption for the fourth photograph of
the printing section of the case study. The word
"squished" is used; it should




The reaction to the booklet by the six artists who filled out the questionnaire
demonstrated that such a booklet would provide a useful means for
educating artists about four-color printing. All of the artists responded that
they would be able to communicate with printers more effectively as a result
of reading the booklet.
The information about four-color printing was presented in the
booklet in two ways. The first was a step-by-step case study demonstrating
what is involved in pre-press and printing. The majority opinion was that
the photographs from the case study with the descriptive lengthy captions
were a helpful way to understand the steps of the printing process and that
the captions were understandable. All of the artists felt they had a better
understanding of the process as a result of looking at the photographs and
reading the captions. The second way was a section with short discussions
about various aspects of reproducing artwork. All of the artists understood
the information presented in this section. Half of the artists understood it
more completely than the other artists. It is not clear why this was the case.
The three who did not understand the material completely had had work
printed before; whereas, the one artist who had the least previous experience
with the process understood the information completely. Therefore the lack
of understanding is not because the information required previous
knowledge. Most of the artists stated that the information presented in this
section was useful.
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Most of the artists agreed with the concept that because artists are
visual people they would be more likely to read the information if it was
presented in a visual format with illustrations and lengthy captions as
opposed to running text. When asked whether they preferred text with
inserted short captions or illustrations with lengthy captions, most of the
artists marked they preferred the latter.
Based on the results stated in the questionnaire, it is questionable
whether artists read in a linear (beginning to end) manner or whether they
prefer reading short pieces of information about specific topics where the data
can be understood when read in parts without needing to read all of the
material presented. All of the artists stated that they read the Specific Notes
Regarding the Reproduction ofArtwork section by starting at the beginning and
reading to the end. It is questionable whether this concept was properly tested.
The author believes the method of testing, i. e. asking the artists to read the
booklet, may have caused the artists to read the section from beginning to end
and they may not have read it in this manner if they had just picked up the
booklet at a printers or at a bookstore. One of the artists commented that she
knew it was separate items but the way it was arranged graphically made it
appear as running text. This comment indicates that part of the problem may
be the graphic presentation of the material.
The concept, that the guide should be presented in a short booklet form
so that it would seem less overwhelming to the audience and therefore artists
would be more likely to read it, appears to be accurate. The majority of the
artists stated they would read a small pamphlet or a magazine article on the
subject as opposed to a book.
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The author believed the booklet should be concise because artists
would probably only want to read information that would be directly useful
to them. To achieve this the booklet considers only the steps of the four-color
printing process and specific information that pertains to reproducing
artwork. Many of the artists gave descriptions like "concise" and "brief and to
the point" which demonstrate they felt this aspect was important.
The artists gave some suggestions which the author believes would
improve the booklet if it were going to be published. Two of the artists
commented that they found the numbers in the case study confusing. If the
author were to produce the booklet again, she would take out the numbers in
the headings at the top of the page and make the headings, in a larger point
size. The latter would hopefully alleviate the problem that the dots interfere
with the type. Instead of placing the numbers with the headings the numbers
would be placed with the captions, 1 through 16, as "drop caps." This would
hopefully reinforce the step-by-step aspect of the process.
Lynn Van Campbell commented that while she knew the Specific Notes
Regarding the Reproduction ofArtwork section was separate pieces of
information, it appeared to be running text. This comment in combination
with the fact that all of the artists read it by starting at the beginning and
reading to the end caused the author to wonder whether this section should
be visually organized in a different manner to avoid this confusion. As stated
earlier in this chapter, it is questionable whether the text would have been
read from beginning to end if the artists were to pick up the booklet on their
own without the charge of reading it.
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Elaine Levy noted that reading the glossary as if it were text as opposed
to looking up a word helped to clarify information. Caitlin O'Reilly, who
proofread the manuscript for the booklet also noted that reading the glossary
was informative. (It should be noted that the typographical errors occurred
after she proofread the manuscript.) Perhaps there could be a suggestion in
this regard at the beginning of the glossary or in the introduction. In other
words the glossary could be used as another method of educating artists about
four-color printing.
Lee Katzenbach questioned how the footnotes were related to the text.
First of all, the author acknowledges an error on her part. These should have
been called Endnotes. Perhaps an explanation of how the information in the
Specific Notes About the Reproduction ofArtwork section was gathered would
help clarify the endnotes and give more credibility to the information as well.
This was stated in the introduction, but it would probably be a good idea to
restate it with the Endnotes.
As stated in Chapter 5, Methodology, the initial intent was to include
the prints from the case study in a pocket in the back of the booklet. The
unavailability of cover weight paper that could be run through the laser
printer and the need to trim the booklet and cover all to the same size on the
spine and the sides so it could be spiral bound, made it impossible to follow
through with the original plan. The prints were just given to the artists
separately in a manila envelope. Lee Katzenbach stated that while he enjoyed
receiving the prints he did not understand their relevance to the project. The
author's original idea was that the reader would see the process step-by-step
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and then see the outcome. It is questionable whether this worked or whether
it was necessary to include the prints at all.
At the time the images were printed the author had a desire to have a
portfolio of one artist's work, and for this reason five images by David Lang
were printed. In hindsight it would have been more informative to have
printed a variety of types of media: watercolor, oil, three-dimensional work,
etc. It would have been interesting to observe the problems in reproducing
differnet art forms and to communicate this information to artists. The case
study did include printing one image twice, one of the images was separated
from the original and the other was separated from a transparency. This
experiment was very informative. If the author were to do the case study
over, she would build in other experiments as well.
Lynn Van Campbell suggested using a cover stock for the cover. As
discussed above this was not done because of a production problem, although
this was the original intent of the author. If the booklet were to be published
the cover would be printed on cover stock. If it were to be produced with laser
printing again the cover could be made on a color copier which has the
capacity to print on a heavier weight of paper.
Overall the author was pleased with the booklet. All of the suggestions
above would be taken into account if the booklet were to be published. The
typographical errors are embarrassing although colleagues who have worked
in book publishing commented that it is normal to find three typographical
errors per page in a proof which is the approximate number that occurred.
The advancement of technology is astonishing to the author. The type
of output by which this booklet was created was barely possible five years ago
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when this project was conceived. The quality has improved in that time a
great deal. For all practical purposes, it is possible to publish very limited
editions of a publication at a somewhat affordable cost, especially when
compared with conventional printing in which the cost of printing only
twelve copies of a color booklet would be considered astronomical in most
cases. Publishing via laser copy was not cheap. The per book cost was about
thirty dollars; however, it is relatively affordable.
A number of possible avenues for further study with the overall
objective of educating artists about four-color printing are conceivable. One
possible direction would be to develop a lecture or short class for artists that
uses the material shown in the booklet. Many of the author's associates
suggested such a class. Various professionals could be brought in to lecture.
Actual pieces of equipment and materials such as a flat of assembled
separation film, a printing plate and a loupe could be brought to the class for
students to examine, and a field trip to a printing house could be arranged. If
cost permitted it may even be possible to have a sheet of postcards printed.
This could be done with multiple images-up and provide a postcard for each
artist in the class. Another means of educating artists about four-color
printing would be to create a video tape of the process, thereby conveying the
size of the equipment and the physical aspect of the process.
In terms of printed material, another means of communicating the
information would be to present the information in a brochure format as
opposed to the booklet. As the author was creating the booklet she felt it could
potentially be more information than an artist would want to know. None of
the artists complained about this, and many of them expressed they thought
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the material was presented in a concise manner. It is questionable whether an
artist really needs all this information, and perhaps a brochure format would
be more useful to a printer to hand out to potential clients. A small brochure,
for example an 11" x 17" piece of paper folded five times with the fold parallel
to the
11"
side, could contain a variety of illustrations and information.
Another area of further study would be testing different types of colors
and different media to see how they print. This could be done fairly
scientifically. The information could then be presented in a form that could
be referenced by both artists and printers.
In summary the author believes the project was successful and has
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Interview Questions Don Sigovich, Gamma I, Transparencies for separating Art
1. I understand from Steve Stinehour that you specialize in creating transparencies of
original art work to be used for the purpose of color separation. He said you used some
special technique to acheive a higher quality than is normally obtained on a copy board.
Can you describe this process?
2. Who are your clients? Museums, artists, publishing houses, printers?
3. How informed are your clients about the print production process?
4. How do you handle the insurance of original art work?
5. Are some colors difficult or impossible to reproduce on film? What are they?
6. Do some substrates create problems? Which ones?
7. If their work is intended for reproduction, what can artists do to assure the be printed
result?
8. What is your background professionally?
9. Are their other thisngs your company is involved in other than making transparencies?
10. What sort of communication is there between you and the separators and printers you
supply?
Interview Questions Printer
Steve Stinehour, Owner Meridan Stinehour, July 23, 1990, 10 am
1. What do you see are the particular problems about separating and printing artwork (ie.
paintings, prints, and other two dimensional pigment on paper)?
2. What are some techniques that can be used to compenste for these problems?
3. How much of the work you do is artwork, as compared with photographs?
4. Do most of the artists you work with understand the print production process? What do
you think would be helpful for them to understand?
5. What can artists do to acheive the best separation and printing results? When a piece is
being made for reproduction? After a piece is already created?
6. If an artist is choosing one of their pieces to be reproduced as a promotional piece what
characteristics will reproduce better? In other words why would you choose one piece over
another?
7. How often do you work dirrectly with the artist for okaying prooofs? What are your
feelings about working with artists?
8. How many colors do you usually use to reproduce art work? How often are specific ink sets
specified? Have you found that one ink set works better than another?
Interview Questions Separators
used for John Hanley, Toppan Printing Company
1. What do you see are the particular problems about separating artwork (ie. paintings,
prints, and other two dimensional pigment on paper)?
2. What are some techniques that can be used to compenste for these problems?
3. How much of the work you do is artwork, as compared with photographs?
4. Do most of the artists you work with understand the print production process? What do
you think would be helpful for them to understand?
5. What can artists do to acheive the best separation results? When a piece is being made
for reproduction? After a piece is already created?
6. If an artist is choosing one of their pieces to be reproduced as a promotional piece what
characteristics will reproduce better? In other words why would you choose one piece over
another?
7. How often do you work dirrectly with the artist for okaying prooofs? What are your
feelings about working with artists?
8. How often do you know the paper, ink and press specified for a job you are separating?
How do these aspects affect decisions made in separating?
9. Have you seen better results from one brand of scanner as compared to another? From
example a argon gas light source vs. a xenon light source. Which brands of scanners can not
use reflection art? Which scanners can only use reflection art?
10. What determines whether art goes on a scanner or not?
11. What are the pluses and minuses of using original reflective art?
12. How often is art work damaged when it is put directly on the scanner? What can artist
do to avoid damage occuring?
13. What is the difference in the cost for set up time when using original art as compared to
a transparency?
14.When a series is ganged what is lost in quality? What is saved in cost? When scanning a
series of art pieces how consistant are the finished scans visually from pieces to piece?
15. How easy or difficult is it to insure art for its intrinsic value? Does your shop carry this
insurance or is it the artists responsibility?
16. Why are pastels so difficult to reproduce? What are other qualities of artwork that are
difficult to reproduce?
Interview Questions Printers
Used for Olds Printing,
1. How knowledgeable are your clients about the print production process? How often do you
work directly with artists ( as opposed to a designer or production cooordinator)?
2. Do you permit clients to do a press okay? Do they make many changes? Do they
understand the cost of making changes on press vs. changes to proofs? Do you charge for press
okays? Do you deliver press okays if the client can not come to the press? Who does the
press okay?
3. Do your clients understand how to do color okays?
4. What previous knowledge and or equipment is necessary to do a color okay?
5. How do you handle the insurance of original art work?
6. Do you use a dryer on your presses? If so, does the use of a dryer affect the final printed
image visually?
7. What would you say is most understood by artists about the print production process?
8. What would be helpful for an artist to know?
9. What can an artist do so they will get the optimal reproduction from their art?
10. Artists are often disappointed with how their art reproduces, what are the contributing
factors to this disappointment?
11. Are artists usually pleased with the work your company does? Are the specific special
procedures that attribute to the high quality you acheive?
12. Do you strive for exact reproduction or for a close facsimilie that conveys the feeling of a
piece of art?
13. Do you shy away from reproducing certain types of art work? Which types; why?
14. Do you ever turn down work because of reproduction difficulties? How do you determine
these difficulties?
15. How do you handle the insurance of original art work?
16. Will price always buy quality? Why/why not?
17. How will ink choices affect the final result of a given job? Are ink sets usually
specified? How often is ink custom mixed?
18. How will the substrate affect the final result? Finishes? Colors?
19. What are the pros and cons of dry trapping?; Wet trapping?
20. How do different presses affect the final printed piece?
21. What are the pluses and minues of coating and varnishes? How often are they specified?
On average is the entire sheet coated or just the image?
22. What kind of expertise do you look for in your press operators?
Interview Questions Art Directors/ Designers
Used for Barbara Pope
1. What is your experience in working with original art work? What is your knowledge of
print production?
?2
2. Are you usually pleased with the printed reproduction of the pieces of art work that are
in your material?
3. Do you strive for exact reproduction or for a close facsimilie that conveys the feeling of a
piece of art?
4. When a piece of original art is to be incorporated in a piece you art designing what are
goals visually and in terms of reproduction?
5. Do you shy away from reproducing certain types of art work? Which types; why?
6. Do you ever turn down work because of reproduction difficulties? How do you determine
these difficulties?
7. How do you handle the insurance of original art work?
Interview Questions Artists
Used for Douglass Pratt, Allan Robinson and Carolyn Schwartz
1. What are your expectations when you have a piece of your art work reproduced?
2. Have you been disapppointed in the past with the quality of the reproduction of your
work? In what ways specifically?
3. How well do you understand the print production process?
4. Is your art done for reproduction? Is there anything special you do technically to insure a
good reproduction, such as the kind of paint, color pencil, other media you use; surface
painted on; etc.?
5. When your artwork is reproduced is it separated directly from the orininal or is a
transparency made? If you have had both done which do you prefer? Why?
6. How do you assure your art is treated properly when you send it to the separator?
7. Are your aware that yor original is wrapped around a scanner drum?
8. Have you had experience with pre-press and press okays? Did you know what you were
looking for?
9. If you were explain to an artist who was about to have their work reproduced for the first
time what would be helpful to know what would you tell them?
10. Do you use print brokers? Are you pleased with the quality of work they buy for you?
11. What type of medium do you work in?
12. How do you handle the insurance of your original art work?
Interview Questions Separator
Used for John Sullivan
1. "Pleasing
color"is a term I often hear in regard to color separation and four color printing.
What does the phrase mean to you? Do you find it useful?
2. What are the different words you use to describe types of color rendition, e.g.. pleasing
color?
3. How do you make a decision on how to adjust for a separation?
4. How do you deal with a request to "match"?
5. Would it be helpful to designate the more important colors and important areas? How
should this be done?
6. If separating from a transparency, would it be helpful to have the original artwork for
reference?
7. What are the common problems with transparencies?
8. Are there colors both in transparencies and in originals that do not reproduce well?
9. What kind of transparency films are most commonly used for copying paintings? Do they
have color biases?
10. What are problem mediums (e.g.. watercolor, acrylics, oil paints) both from
transparencies and from scanning directly from artwork?
11. What are problem substrates?
12. Have you had problems getting an accurate color separation from fabric dyes?
13. What do you do in the scanning process to compensate for coated and uncoated papers ?
14. What do you do to compensate for different hues of paper, i.e.. a warm-white vs. a blue-
white?
*3
15. How do you assure that proofs are always looked at under 5000 degree Kelvin lights?
Do problems occur because they aren't viewed in the same lighting? How do you deal with
this?
16. What should the customer look for when correcting a separation proof?
17. What is the best way to communicate their corrections to the separator, types of words or
concepts?
18. Many artists have difficulty in making the visual translation from the proof to the
printed page, do you have any suggestions for how artists can do this? Do have any other
suggestions for how to look at a proof, and what to look for?
19. What do you tell your clients to expect when looking at a proof?
20. If the separation is made from a transparency should the prove be compared with the
original as well? How can that be helpful or unhelpful?
21. How is a separation made for a fifth color such as a metallic and difficult colors to
match e.g. coral, Chinese red, true turquoise?
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This guide is written for an artist who is having any basic four-color artwork printed, such as a
promotional piece for a show, note cards, or a poster. It will help demystify the four-color printing
process which can often be frustrating and daunting if one does not understand its possibilities and
limitations. The quality of printing discussed in this guide pertains to average or slightly better than
average printing and can be found in most towns in the United States. In order to fill a particular niche
this guide only covers four-color printing. Other topics such as typography and design are not covered;
although, these topics will have to be dealt with when
printing the types of jobs mentioned above. Many books that cover the topics of typography and design
are easily accessible to the general populous.
The first section of this booklet shows the pre-press and printing processes step-by-step with
photographs and lengthy captions. The photographs are of a case study that the author printed, going
through the process step-by-step. The author is a textile artist who has also had professional experience
in the printing industry and felt by participating in the process first hand, she would be able to translate
the process in language artists could understand. The results of the case study are located in the pocket
in the back of this guide. The second section of the booklet, entitled Specific Notes Regarding the
Reproduction of Artwork is information about the printing process that particularily pertains to
reproducing artwork, including choosing artwork that will reproduce well, having transparencies made,
working with printers, understanding the limitations of the process and choosing paper. The
information for this section was gathered from interviews with ten people working in the field of
reproducing original artwork. A glossary, a list of questions to ask a printer and a list of further reading
can be found at the back of the guide.
Some printers have more experience at dealing with artists and art-work than others. This guide is
meant to give a basic understanding of the process to make the artist an educated consumer who can
communicate more effectively with printers. It is the author's hope that by using this guide the
artist/consumer will be pleased with the finished printed product.
Case Study Captions
Caption One: Color Basics
Yellow, magenta and cyan are the fewest number of ink colors that can be used to obtain a full color
image. The physics that make four-color printing possible are based on light color theory. The colors
that are seen exist because when white light hits the paper some of the fight is absorbed by the pigment
while the rest is reflected back. The reflected light is the color seen. Transparent inks make this
possible. This can be confusing to artists who use opaque yellow, red and blue pigments as primary
colors.
Ideally when dots of yellow, magenta, and cyan ink overlap each other, they would create
black, but because of the imperfections in the ink, they create brown. Therefore, black ink is used to
provide a true black.
Caption Two: Halftone Dots
Another aspect that makes four-color printing work is a halftone screen. When the image is scanned, it
is separated both into the process colors and into tiny dots which usually cannot be detected by the
naked eye. To make light colors, the dots are smaller and to make dark colors, the dots are larger. To
avoid a distracting moire dot pattern, the dots for each color are positioned to create a rosette design,
as seen above. If you take a magnifying glass and look at the printed images in the back pocket of this
booklet, you will see that the images are made up of small yellow, magenta, cyan and black dots.
Caption Three: Loading Drum Scanner
Drum scanners are used for most color separations done today. The "drum" is the transparent cylinder
seen in the photographs above. The image to be scanned must be both flat and flexible so it can be
wrapped around the drum. In the photograph above an 8"x 10" transparency is being taped directly to
the drum scanner (original art is held securely in place by taping a sheet of mylar over it). In this case




reproduction from the scanned original was far superior as you can see from the samples in the back
flap of this booklet.
Caption Four: Adjusting Drum Scanner
Once the image is affixed to the drum the dials on the scanner are set. The scanner operator selects a
neutral gray area, a highlight and a shadow from the image to achieve accurate color balance. In this
photograph we are looking at a proof of the first scan and making adjustments. A tiny light
"reads"
the
image and selects the information needed to create the negative for each color. Four separate images
are generated from the scan, separating the original into the four ink colors. The screen resolution is
also chosen at this point. The screen is the mechanism used for achieving the dots, like the effect of
painting through a window screen. We used a 175 line screen for the scans in this case study.
Caption Five: Making Proof
To check if the scan is an acceptably close approximation to the original, a proof is made. In this case
study the type of proofing system used is called Dupont Ou-omalin, a photo- chemical process where
yellow, magenta, cyan and black pigment powders are melted on a plastic sheet to simulate what the
image will look like when printed. If the separations are well made and the proofing machine is
calibrated accurately, the printed piece should match the proof. Other types of proofing systems
include 3M ColorKey and 3M MatchPrint. Making an actual press proof is possible but expensive.
Caption Six: Checking Proof
A viewing booth is used to check the proof against the original. The viewing booth is a neutral white
metal box with an overhead bank of lights adjusted to 5000 Kelvin (a light temperature reading that
simulates daylight). To guarantee the color of the light source is consistent, it is always important to
look at proofs in a viewing booth with these specifications. A loupe magnifier is being used in the
photograph above to look at the image closely. This proof will be used to match against the press sheet
when printing. It is important that it is acceptable. It should not be assumed that further adjustments
can or will be made on press.
Caption Seven: Image Assembly, Registration
In image assembly, also called
"stripping,"
the four pieces of film generated when an image is scanned
are assembled to create four separation negative "flats," one flat for each process color. As seen in the
photograph to the left the negatives must be precisely registered to each other to assure that the final
product will not be blurry. A method called "pinr istration"is used to align the flats one to another.
The flats are all the same size, and holes are punched with a punch designed specifically for this
purpose, when the flats are stacked all of the images will align. The same pins are used in platemaking.
Caption Eight Image Asembly, Creating Flats
The flats are assembled by trimming the individual negatives and taping them onto one piece of mylar.
A base grid, drawn on a separate sheet of plastic, is placed on the fight table and the negatives are
aligned to it. To block out the areas to remain uninked a mask is also created. For quality control when
printing, a color bar strip is added at the top of each flat. The images are configured to use the paper










the back pocket of this pamphlet.
Caption Nine: Image Asembly, Proof
A proof is made after each of the individual flats are fully assembled. The primary purpose of this proof
is to check for registration and to make sure the proper negatives are on the correct color flat. Since all
separation negatives appear very similar to each other, the image assembler uses the proof to make
sure that all of the magenta neagtives are on the magenta flat, all the cyan negatives are on the cyan
flat, etc. If the negatives are accidently switched, the color on this proof would be off. The proofing
process shown in the photograph is a 3M ColorKey. Unlike a Chromalin where all of the colors are
merged together on one sheet, a 3M ColorKey is composed of four separate sheets of mylar, one for
each of the printing ink colors.
Caption Ten: Plate Making, Pin Registration/Exposing Plate
Aluminum printing plates are coated with a light sensitive emulsion, like a sheet of photographic
paper. The four flats created in image assembly are used to make four individual printing plates, one
for each process color. In the photograph above, a printing plate, a separation negative flat, and the
mask are being pin registered into a vacuum frame. The glass lid, seen on the right, is clamped down
and then all the air is drawn out from between the layers of film and plastic. This assures a sharp image
on the plate. A very bright light with special spectral qualities is used to expose the plate.
Caption Eleven: Plate Making, Processor
The plate making processor removes the emulsion coating from the areas that were not exposed to
light, creating the non-image/ink repelling areas. The area where the emulsion stayed intact is the
image area. The emulsion is very thin, the surface of the plate is virtually flat. The plate has chemical
ISO
properties that cause water to adhere to the non-image area and bead-up on the image area which
allows the ink to adhere. Once the plate is processed, it is imperative not to scratch it as a scratch
removes emulsion causing an area where ink will not adhere.
Caption Twelve: Printing, Press Drop-out
The printing press takes plain paper cut to the correct size from one end of the press and delivers it
printed to the other end. The sheet fed press in the photograph above shows the elements of the
printing press and the trail the paper follows. The image is achieved because of the chemical principle
that oil and water do not stay in solution. A water solution is first deposited on the printing plate,
adhering to the non-image areas. Then the ink is applied, adhering to the image areas.
Almost all fine art reproductions are printed on sheet fed presses. They can be run slower
allowing for more control and more ink on the paper, which will give a richer image. The photograph
above shows a one-color press. Four-color jobs can be printed in four consecutive runs on a one-color
press, in two runs on a two-color press or in one run on a four-color press. This case study was printed
on a one color press. Printing one color at a time can be advantageous with art because more ink can
be layed down per color, thus achieving greater saturation of colors. This is referred to as "printing
dry."
Caption Thirteen: Printing: Paper Separation
A small serpent like head blows air onto the stack of paper separating the individual sheets before they
travel up the paper guides toward the press. This assures only one sheet of paper is fed into the press at
a time.
Caption Fourteen: Printing, Paper Guides
The paper guides move the individual sheets from the stack of paper to the cylinders. They assure the
paper is being fed into the press straight and also are minutely adjusted to acheive perfect registration.
These guides are adjusted for every job.
Caption Fifteen: Printing, Plate, Blanket and Impression Cylinders
The plate cylinder and the blanket cylinder can be seen here.The impression cylinder is behind them.
All three cylinders are spinning simultaneously. The paper is fed between the impression cylinder and
the blanket cylinder, the latter transfers the image to the paper. The more forgiving quality of the
rubber blanket cylinder makes it possible to print on papers with some texture. The printing plates also
last longer because less pressure is needed to make an impression. Excessive pressure causes the
printing dots to get squished making the image less sharp.
Caption Sixteen: Printing, Comparing Proof to Press Sheet
After printing, the printed reproduction is compared with the proof in a 5000 Kelvin viewing booth. The
viewing situation shown in this photo is minimal. It is a bank of 5000 Kelvin lights overhead. Ideally
work should be viewed in a booth with sides. The objective in comparing the separation proof and the
printed press sheet is to match the proof, not the original. As said before, an exact reproduction is not
always possible with four-color printing. The intent is to create a close facsimile. "Press checks"are
done both visually and scientifically. Scientific methods are helpful to measure the color objectively.
The instrument being used in the center of the photograph is a densitometer. It measures the density
of the ink in specific areas, establishing repeatable quantifiable data. A loupe is used to check for dot
sharpness and registration. Ultimately what the image looks like is all that matters.
Specific Notes About Reproducing Artwork
Working with a Printer
A printer who is interested in the artist's work is more likely to want to work with and educate the artist.
Communication between fine artists and printers can be difficult. If possible, bring a piece of your
artwork to the printer. An artist who intends to have work reproduced from time to time will get the
best results if they build a relationship with one shop. ^ Ask the printer to show samples of the type of
work they have done. This will give an idea of the type of work the printer is capable of and is a useful
way for the artist to explain the type of look he has in mind. If the printer does not have a sample of the
type of work the artist is looking for it may be wise to find someone who hasp
A "comp" (an abbreviation for comprehensive) is a useful communication tool to use with
printers. Many copy-shops can make a color copy on paper from a transparency (a slide). This is
relatively inexpensive and will allow the artist to experiment with the finished size of the printed image
and also decide if a paper white border is desired or if the image will bleed off the edge of the pager
The photocopy will show how the image looks at a smaller size. The disappointment an artist often feels
when their work is reproduced is generated from the size reduction as much as from the lack of an
exact color match. The impact of the original is lost.
A good way for the printer to initially educate the artist is to explain verbally, if not physically
show, the process step-by-step, similar to what is shown in the case study of this
guide.7 The best
finished results are likely to occur when the artist tries to understand the limitations of the printing
process, and the printer wants to educate the artist. Interview printers to find one who is
interested in
this type of working relationship.
Insurance
Insurance is a large problem for everyone concerned in the reproduction of original art work. Many
printers carry insurance for original artwork while it is in their
shop.9 Do not take comfort if the printer
says he has insurance, however. Often this insurance will only cover the cost of materials to replace it
and it will not cover the intrinsic value of the art. Sometimes a special rider will cover the artwork for its
market value. Insuring the transportation of originals is often the largest problem. Overnight services
and the U.S.P.S. all offer some insurance.10
Choosing Originals
Not all pieces of art will reproduce well. If a choice of images is available, it may be helpful to show
them to the printer to choose which one(s) will reproduce the
best.11
Generally, violet, lime green and cobalt blue do not reproduce
well.12 It is also difficult to get a
good facsimile from synthetic dyes and some photo-retouching
dyes.1
Many printers have difficulty obtaining accurate color when the original is painted with Dr.
Martin's watercolors; one possibility for this problem is a UV property in the paints that tends to skew
the colors when they are scanned, especially oranges. Flourescent and metallic pastels can also be
problematic to reproduce with accuracy. 4
"Wet on wet"watercolors are difficult to reproduce because it is difficult to achieve the effect
of having color
"grow"
out of the paper as it does in the original. Opaque watercolors will maintain
greater integrity than watercolor paintings with
washes.1"3
Original or Transparency
To obtain the best results it is preferable to scan directly from original artwork if possible.16 This means
the art work needs to be on a flexible material so it can be wrapped around the cylinder of a drum
scanner. Some artists are concerned that their art will be damaged because of this. Although the drum
spins at a high speed, the art work is fastened on securely and damage is very unlikely as long as the
piece of art itself is flexible and does not crack when rolled in a tube about ten inches in diameter.1'
Problems have occurred in the past because illustration board was peeled off its backing rendering it
flexible enough to go on the drum scanner. Rarely is the art work torn; however, it is obviously not in its
original form. For this reason printers recommend working on a flexible
substrate.18
Sometimes printers prefer scanning from a transparency because usually they have more
experience with that media. If, however, the art can be scanned directly, try to find a printer who is
willing to do
that.19 Obviously working from the original is not always possible if the art work is three
dimensional or a large oil painting where the paint would fleck off, for example. In this case a
transparency needs to be made.
Photographing the Original
Budget for and use professional photographers to copy artwork. Professionals know proper filtration




10" is best, 6 cm. x 6 cm. and 4" x
5"
are also very good.
21 Tell the photographer to make a
realistic copy so they can choose the appropriate type of transparency film. Different films reproduce
different parts of the spectrum better than others. Have the photographer create a transparency not a
negative. Be sure the photographer includes a color bar and gray scale in the transparency. This will
greatly help the scanner operator produce an accurate separation. When furnishing the
transparencies to the printer, bring a variety of exposures so the printer can choose the one they think
will reproduce the best."
When a transparency is made to be used for separations, in a sense the transparency
becomes the original. Inevitably some of the detail in the original will be lost when it is photographed
and cannot be retrieved in either the scanning or printing process. Therefore the transparency needs to
be referred to during the printing process and not the original. The original can be looked at for




Some printers may have the equipment to scan artwork or transparencies in-house using mid-range to
low-end desktop scanners. Usually the results for small reproductions (a finished printed image sized 8"
X
10"
or smaller) are acceptable when scanned on this type of equipment. The use of desktop scanners
usually will result in a lower cost to the consumer. For the best results, any image, and especially
images with a finished printed size of larger than 8" x 10," should be scanned on a high-end drum
scanner. The end use of the finished printed piece will help determine which scanner should be used. A
gallery show announcement only needs to attract viewers, in this case a desktop scan would be
acceptable most of the time. A poster on the other hand would look best if scanned on a high-end drum
scanner.2^
Paper Choice
It is important to choose the paper before making separations. Separations are done differently for
different kinds of paper.
Uncoated
Often artists are attracted to uncoated papers because they have more character. These papers, while
beautiful, are difficult to print on. When uncoated paper is printed on, the inks are absorbed more
than they are on coated paper, this makes the image appears flatter.25 For better ink "hold-out" (the
technical term for ink sitting on top of the paper rather than being absorbed) a varnish or transparent
white ink can be printed on the paper in the image area before printing the image.
Printing high quality color on uncoated paper is a specialty and the printer needs to be
experienced in using it. Most printers will shy away from working on uncoated paper because it is
difficult to tell what the final result will be until the ink is dry, at which point it is no longer possible to fix
the problem. This is referred to as "dry back" in the printing trade. All papers have the problem of dry
back, with uncoated paper it is significantly more.26
Coated
Although it is nice to print on an uncoated sheet to retain the same aesthetic feeling of the art work,
sometimes it is best to compromise and print on coated paper to assure better reproduction quality.2'
Generally coated papers come in three finishes. These are similar to paint gloss finishes. The least
glossy is called matte coated, the next is called dull coated and the most glossy is called gloss or
"full"
coated. Matte coated has no calendering, dull coated has a little and gloss has the most. Calendering is
a paper polishing
The best reproduction will occur on a gloss-coated stock The ink sits on top of the paper with less
absorbtion than with uncoated paper and thus the image will appear brighter and clearer. Images
printed on gloss-coated paper have more depth and contrast because the light reflected off the paper is
less scattered.2y It is a paper that almost all printers have had experience with and are able to achieve
high quality on sucessfully. On the other hand the look of gloss coated paper may detract from the feel
of the artwork Gloss-coated paper is usually more expensive than matte coated paper.
Matte- or Dull-Coated
If you want an accurate color reproduction without the glare of gloss-coated paper, a matte or dull
coated stock is often an acceptable compromise. Matte- or dull- coated papers have both a softer feel
and look than gloss coated. It costs somewhere in between gloss-coated and uncoated stock. " Dull-
coated costs almost as much as gloss-coated, in some cases the same. Dull has more coating than
matte. Dull-coated tends to show marks and scratches more than matte-coated.
Another aspect of paper is pH. To be archival, it needs to be neutral (pH of 7) which will cost
more. Paper will yellow and deteriorate over time if it is too acidic (pH less than 7). In some cases
though, it may not matter if the printed piece has a short life span.
Screen Resolution
One of the variables in scanning is the screen resolution. These measurements are referred to as lines.
A 300 line screen is generally the finest found in the industry. It will give a beautiful reproduction if the
press operators are experienced and the presses themselves are capable of handling separations with
this fine dot structure. With an inexperienced press operator and /or a press that is not capable, the
image may look mushy. Also press operators are limited in the color adjstments they can make on
press, especially with a 300 line screened image.
A 175 line screen can be used successfully by most presses and printers. A 150 line screen is
usually a bit too coarse for art work. The screen ruling needs to be less when printing on uncoated
paper than the screen ruling on coated paper. Most printers who have experience with printing artwork
can sucessfully print with a 200 line screen ruling for coated paper and 175 for uncoated.
2 Rely on the
printer's judgement as to which is the best screen resolution to use for a particular job.
Scanning Compromises
It is nearly impossible to exactly replicate a piece of art with four-color printing. The limitations of the
printing process are such that compromises need to be made. One way to fool the eye and deal with
the limitations of the process is to scrutinize the image and select the areas that are most important
and the areas that are least important. Tell the printer which colors need to be matched as closely as
possible and which colors do not. It is also important to choose the areas where detail is important
and the areas where the detail can be sacrificed. When the art piece is reproduced and certain areas
are sacrificed, it is not detectable to anyone accept the artist or when comparing the original with the
reproduction. The reproduction on its own usually looks suprisingly
good.'3'*
Separation Proof
A proof should be made from the separations to check if they are a close facsimilie to the original or
the transparency. It is very important to check this proof and make sure it is acceptable because this is
what the printer will use to match when the image is being printed. It should not be assumed that the
problems can be fixed on press.
Ideally it would be preferable to proof on the actual paper stock, however, this is often
expensive. The three most common types of proofing systems in the industry are Dupont
Chromalin, 3M Match Print, and 3MColorKey. Both Chromalins and MatchPrints are very glossy
and have all four colors laminated onto one plastic sheet. ColorKeys are made up of four separate
pieces of thin, clear plastic one with each of the four colors.-36 A visual translation needs to be made
when comparing the proof with the final printed product. Many artists have difficulty doing this
because the proof is not on the actual paper stock. '
As technology advances printers are using computer screens as proofing device. This is called
a "soft proof."
When looking at proofs it is important to always view them under consistent lighting. In the
printing industry viewing booths lit by 5000 degree Kelvin lights are the standard. This light is similar to
daylight.38
Terms that describe color are usually subjective and can lead to miscommunication. One way
to look at a proof is to compare the colors and areas that were chosen (before the separation was mafe)
for as close of a match as poosible. Are these chosen colors and areas accepatable? Other aspects to
check for are color casts (too green overall for example), saturation, light or dark enough, sharpness
and contrast. These characteristics are fairly easy to adjust. If the printer has the separations done in-
house sometimes they will show the customer the changes on the computer screen. Transparencies
are relatively easy to match, but with originals it is more subjective and there is more room for
interpretation.
Wet Trapping or Printing Dry
Presses are configured to print one, two, four or six colors at a time. Often a four-color job is printed on
a four color press where wet ink is printed on wet ink. This is called wet trapping. If a four color job is
printed on a one-color press it is referred to as printing dry (it is sometimes called dry trapping as well
although this is not an accurate statement). Because the ink is allowed to dry between press runs it is
possible to lay down more ink on the page and, thus, obtain greater saturation. A job printed on a two-
color press is a combination of a wet trapping and printing dry.
Reproduction of art work often looks better when it is printed dry as long as the separations are
good and an experienced press operator is doing the work. Printing dry is difficult because it is not
possible to make adjustments until the last color is printed. ColorKeys are sometimes useful when
printing dry because they show the individual ink colors.41
Additional Colors
It is impossible to recreate certain blues, reds and greens with the standard four-color process inks. If
these colors are important to the art work and the budget allows, additional colors can be used. Metallic
inks can also be printed in this way. 1
Press Checks
Press checks raely occur on jobs that cost $7,000 or less.43 A good sense of color is the main skill an
artist needs to have at a press check.44 Communication with the printer will work best when the artist
simply explains what he wants and lets the printer handle the technicalities.45 Occasionally problems
occur because some printers tend to strive for bright, pretty, picture postcard colors, often called
pleasing color. This is appropriate for advertising but may not be appropriate for specific pieces of art.
2.54
The artist needs to tell the printer that certain colors are important even though they may not be
considered pleasing.46
Facsimilie vs. Match
With four-color printing it is impossible to perfectly match the original, but it is possible to obtain a
close facsimile that is quite acceptable. Applying paint to paper or a canvas with a brush is very
different from applying ink to paper with a lithographic printing press. In a painting if the artist wants a
specific green he mixes it. The paint is solid and opaque. With printing, that color is approximated with
dots of various sizes in four colors of transparent ink.47
The printing process involves many technicians, many pieces of mechanical equipment and
many materials. At any point it is possible to have human error and/or equipment error. The various
materials used also have their own limitations. Along the way the artwork is reproduced several times.
Each time a little bit of of information is lost.4 This is called "generation loss," each step of the way is
considered a generation.
For a postcard advertising a show, an exact match may not be necessary as long as the
reproduction looks relatively similar to the printing. This will be more
economical.4' However, if the
reproduction is for a poster that will sell for $35 it may be worth it to spend a bit more to obtain a closer
likeness to the original.50 Rather than trying to match the original it is useful to try to make the
reproduction look as good as possible in and of itself.51
Glossary
Additive color theory: Most artists know color theory based on yellow, red and blue primaries. Four-
color printing however, is based on the color theory of light. It is made up of the primaries of red, green
and blue. The secondary colors created from these primaries are yellow, magenta and cyan. This is
roughly the color spectrum we see in the world around us. Yellow, magenta, and cyan transparent
pigmented inks are used in four-color printing because when the light of everyday life shines on the
page some of the light is absorbed (meaning it is not seen) and some is reflected. The reflected light is
what the eye sees. For example when the eye perceives blue, green and red light is absorbed into the
cyan and magenta overlapping ink dots and blue light is reflected back by the white of the paper.
Black: This is one of the four-color printing inks. Ideally yellow, magenta and cyan when mixed
together would make black, but because the pigments are imperfect they actually make brown. Black
ink both provides a true black and greater detail in the shadows.
Calendaring: A paper polishing process.
Chromatin: A proofing system made by DuPont. The proof created is a shinny, plastic, laminated
composite of the four printing colors. Usually the colors on the finished printed sheet will look a bit
duller than they appear on the Chromalin proof.
Coated paper: A thin layer of clay is spread on paper to make the ink sit on top of the paper rather than
be absorbed. Color is more brilliant on coated paper than it is on uncoated paper, but the coating can
be distracting to artwork. Matte-coated or dull-coated papers are a good compromise between gloss-
coated paper and uncoated paper.
Color balance: Is the relationship of colors one to another. When an image is scanned it is possible to
remove color casts in order to acheive accurate color balance. It is also possible to accidently create a
color cast.
Color ban A strip of little dots of the four process ink colors often printed on the edge of a printed sheet
and used for quality control when printing. Densitometer readings can be taken from these spots of
color. This can be seen in the last photo in the printing section of the case study across the top of the
printed sheet of images.
ColorKey: A proofing system made by 3M composed of four pieces of clear acetate each with a
positive of one if the four process ink colors. When superimposed a full color image is created. The
sheets of acetate have a slight color cast often making the image muddy looking. Usually the colors on
the finished printed sheet will appear brighter than in this type of proof.
Cyan: A turquoise color that is one of the four process printing inks.
Densitometer: An instrument used to measure the amount of ink laid down on a piece of paper. This
device makes the results of the printing process more objective and repeatable.
Design: In this booklet this term refers to "graphic
design:"
the combination of type and other visual
elements on a two dimensional surface to create a visually pleasing composition.
Drum scanners: A device used for separating an image into the four process printing colors. The results
from a high-end drum scanner, as compared with mid-range or low-end drum scanners, will be more




Dry trapping: This is actually a misnomer and is more accurately called "printing
dry." See printing
dry.
Dull-coated: A type of coated paper that is shinier than matte-coated and not as shinny as gloss coated.
Dull coating will show scratches more than other coatings.
Emulsion: In this booklet this term refers to a light sensitive film emulsion: a thin layer of gelatin
containing light sensitive elements. In the case of plate-making, the emulsion left on the plate will be
inked and the areas where the emulsion is washed away are the non-image or paper-white areas.
Exact match: It is nearly impossible to match an original piece of artwork using four-color printing
because the color spectrum created with the process is very limited compared with the numbers of
colors that can be created. It is possible to match a photographic transparency fairly accurately
because the color range of transparency film and what is available using four-color printing are
relatively close.
Fifth colon If an exact color match of a certain color is desired, it can be run as a fifth color. This will
cost more and is probably only worthwhile for posters where the cost can be absorbed in a higher
selling price.







10." These sizes are referred to as film format. A larger transparency will render a better reproduction if
it is photographed properly.
Filtration: To make separations, filters are used to separate out the four process colors. When
separations were made with a camera a physical filter was used. Now most scans are created with an
algorithm in the scanner's computer.
Flats: Separation negatives are assembled onto flats each representing one of the four process colors.
Printing plates are made from these flats.
Four-colon Most color printing is done with the four process colors of yellow, magenta, cyan and black
and thus is referred to as four-color printing.
Generation loss: Every time an original image is transferred some of the visual information is lost. Each
stage of loss is considered a generation.
Gloss-coated: A designation of coated paper, sometimes referred to as full-coated, is the shiniest of the
coated papers.
Gray scale: A small strip of film that has a full range of grays in it. It is very helpful to include a gray
scale in a transparency both to see if the transparency itself has a color cast and to take readings off of
when making a separation.
Halftone screen: When separations where made with a camera a piece of film with a pattern similar to
a window screen was used to divide an image into dots that could be used to print the four process
colors. With scanning computers the dots are now created with an algorithm. Larger dots create darker
areas and smaller dots create lighter areas. See photo number two in the case study.
Highlight: This term is often referred to in combination with shadow. It is the brightest areas of an
image, the whites of an eye for example. When separations are made, readings are taken from the
highlight.
Ity
Illustration board: Artists often use illustration board because of its dimensional stability. Sometimes
separators will then peal the stiff backing off the board without first warning the artist. To scan from the
original the image must be both flexible and small enough to fit on a drum scanner. (Most artwork does
not fit this description, and a transparency needs to be made. The higher the quality of the
transparency, the better the reproduction will be.)
Image assembly: The film generated in the separation is divided into the four process colors, and these
are assembled on flats, one for each of the process colors.
Ink lay down: When an image is printed some of the ink stays on the printing plate, and some is
transferred to the paper. More ink can be laid down when a press is run slowly and when one color is
printed at a time (printing dry).
Kelvin: Viewing booths used for looking at proofs should be lit with lights measuring 5000 Kelvin. This
is similar to daylight. If proofs are always viewed under these conditions, greater quality can be assured.
Line screen: Halftone screens used in the making of separations are measured by the number of rows
of dots in each direction of a square inch. A common screen ruling used on average paper is 133 lines.
Many print shops that specialize in reproducing artwork will use higher screen rulings ranging from 175
to 300. Uncoated paper requires a lower screen ruling than coated papers.
Lines: See line screen above.
Lithographic: A printing process based on the principle that oil and water will not stay in solution.
Planographic (flat) printing plates are used. Water is attracted to the areas where the aluminum metal
of the plate is exposed creating the non-image area (leaving the paper white). The image area, where
the emulsion coating is still on the plate, repels water. The ink will stick to these areas. Offset
lithography refers to first printing to a rubber blanket, and then transferring the image to a piece of
paper. Printing onto a blanket makes it possible to print on rougher papers than if they were printed on
directly.
Loupe: A device used to magnify an image. It is useful to assure that the dots are registered and sharp.
Magenta: A pinkish red color that is one of the four process printing inks.
MatchPrint A proofing system similar to Chromalin but not quite as shinny.
Matte-coated: A designation of paper coating, matte-coated is a very good option for printing artwork
because it offers some of the ink hold-out of coated paper, yet does not have the detracting shine of a
gloss-coated paper.
Moire: When the dots are not configured correctly they will sometimes create a moire pattern. The
image will look blurry when this occurs as if the person looking at it is seeing double. To avoid a moire,
a rosette pattern is created. See rosette. A moire pattern will always occur if an image is scanned from a
previously scanned image.
Pigment: The aspect of a printing ink that creates color.
Pin registration: A method used to assure all of the assembled sheets of separation film are aligned
with each other. This system is also used in plate-making to assure the different color printings will
superimposed properly. When an image is out of register, it will appear blurry.
Plate-making: Printing plates are made from the assembled flats of separation film. The plates are
made of aluminum with a light sensitive emulsion.
Pleasing colon This term is usually used to denote picture postcard type color. For artwork this type of
color is often not desired, color that is accurate to the individual image is preferable.
Press check: The printed sheet is checked against the separation proof and the customer signs off on
the press sheet signifying that it is acceptable. Usually only done for jobs that cost $7,000 or more. The
print runs for reproductions of artwork are usually less than this.
Printing dry: Each of the process color inks is printed separately on a one-color press. The ink drys in
between press runs. This allows for a greater amount of ink to be laid down on the page and greater
saturation in the printed piece. This type of printing is often beneficial for artwork but requires skill and
experience.
Proof: An image created to give a representation of what a separation will look like when printed. It is
relatively easy to make corrections at this stage of the process.
Proofing systems: The three industry standards of proofing systems are DuPont Chromalin, 3M
MatchPrint and 3M ColorKey.
See each of these for a further description.
Registration: When the four colors of screen separations are superimposed accurately, they are in-
register. When they are not aligned with one another properly, they are out-of-register. The latter will
appear as if the viewer has double vision, usually a row, or rows, of dots of the out-of-register color can
be seen on the edge of an image when looked at with a loupe.
Rosette: The screen rulings of the scans of each of the four process ink colors are done at a different
angle from each other forming a rosette design. This can be seen in photograph number two of the
case study. This pattern is not distracting to the naked eye. If this is not done, a moire pattern will
occur.
Scanned directly: The best reproduction usually occurs if the original art can be screened from the
original directly. (This is not always possible if the piece is either rigid or too large to be wrapped around
a drum scanner, in which case a transparency needs to be made. The best results will occur when the
photograph is taken by a professional.)
Screen resolution: See line screen above.
Separation negative: When an image is placed on a scanner, four negatives are made, one for each of
the process colors. These pieces of film are then assembled into flats to make the printing plates.
Separation proof: See proof and proofing systems above.
Shadow: It is often difficult to maintain detail in the shadow areas of an image when it is reproduced.
Sheet-fed press: The paper is cut into sheets that will fit on the press. It is possible to run a sheet fed
press at a slower speed than a web press (the paper is fed on in a roll). Thus allows for greater ink lay
down. Almost all art work reproduction is done on a sheet-
fed press.
Stock: A term used referring to the paper used for a printing job.
Stripping: A colloquial term used for image assembly. See above.
Substrate: The surface an image is printed on, usually paper.
Subtractive color theory: In some ways is the reverse of additive color theory. The primary colors are
cyan, magenta and yellow. These colors are used as the four process color inks because, when light (the
primaries of light are red, green and blue, see additive color theory) is projected on the printed surface,
some is absorbed by the pigmented inks, and some is reflected by the paper. This interaction of light
with the pigmented inks and the paper creates the color image that we see.
Transparency: Most color separations are made from a transparency, also known as a "slide." A high
quality transparency will improve the possibility for a quality reproduction. Investing in a professional
photographer's skills is usually prudent.
Transparent ink: Transparent inks used in four-color printing make the physics of additive and
subtractive color theory possible. When dots of different colors are superimposed, light is allowed to go
through all the colors of ink and reflect the intended color. For example when the eye sees red, yellow
and magenta dots have been printed on top of each other. When light comes in contact with the paper,
the green and blue light of the white light spectrum are absorbed by the pigments in the ink. The eye
'
does not see them. The red light of the spectrum, because it is not absorbed, is reflected back in other
words the color seen is red.
'
Z5S
Typography: Is the study and theory of the use of type faces for readability and aesthetics. Typesetting
is different from typewriting. The availability of desktop publishing has eroded the use of quality
typography because most people apply the skills of using a typewriter and do not realize that
typography has many nuances. These nuances are available with most desk-top publishing software. An
example is the em dash. In typewriting this is a double hyphen "
"
with a space on either side. In
typesetting it is a long dash
" "
with no spaces on either side. On a Macintosh computer this can be
obtained by pressing option/shift/-(/iyp/jjw).
Vacuum frame: The image on a printing plate must be as clear as possible. This device is used to draw
all the air out between the assembled flat of film and the printing plate to assure optimum contact
between them.
Web press: This type of press uses rolls of paper instead of sheets. It is used for high volume runs
usually of medium or low quality printing items such as newspapers, catalogs and magazines. Artwork
printed on these presses usually does not look as good as it would look if it was printed on a sheet fed
press. Also, the quality of paper used for these goods is usually of lesser quality than used on sheet fed
presses and this will also affect the quality. An artist may have their artwork printed on this type of press
if it were to be reproduced in a magazine or newspaper.
Wet trapping: Wet ink is printed on wet ink If it is not done properly, color shifts can occur.52
Yellow: One of the four process ink colors, it is the yellow most people think of as yellow. It has neither
a green or reddish cast.
Questions to Ask Your Printer
Is my artwork fully insured for it's market value, when, where and by whom?
Which of my original pieces of artwork will reproduce the best?
Are there colors in my originals that are difficult to reproduce?
Can you (the printer) scan from the original or do I need to have a transparency made?
Can you (the printer) recomend a photographer to photograph my originals?






x 10") and type (Kodachrome, Ektachrome,
Fujichrome, etc.) of transparency should I get?
What detail and color accuracy may be lost in shooting a transparency?
Will the original artwork (or transparencies) be scanned on a desk-top or on a high-end drum
scanner?
What kind of paper do you recommend?
What resolution screen are you going to use and why?
What visual information may be lost in my original when it is scanned?
What are the proceedures for separation proofing? What types of proofs will be furnished? Will I be
asked to sign the proof authorizing my acceptance of it?
Do you use a 5000 Kelvin viewing booth for checking the proof and press sheets?
Will the job be printed on a one-, two- or four-color press (ie. printing dry or wet trapped)?
Would you recommend printing additional colors?
Will I have the opportunigy to do a press check? What will the cost implications be for this?
An Annotated List [of] Further Reading
Aldrich-Ruenzel, Nancy, ed. Designer's Guide to Print Reproduction. New York: A Step-by-Step
Publishing Book/Watson-Guptil Publications, 1990. This book, like many of the others listed here
covers all aspects of the pre-press and printing processes in language a lay person would understand. It
is produced by the editors of Step-by-Step magazine, a publication geared toward graphic designers.
Beach, Mark. Getting It Printed, Revised and Updated. Cincinnati: North Light Books, 1993. This
book covers all aspects of the printing process including typography, color separation, scheduling,
printing, and binding. It is includes an extensive glossary of printing terms.
Beach, Mark and Ken Russon. Papers for Printing, How to Choose the Right Paper at the Right Price
for any Printing Job. Portland, Oregon: Coast to Coast Books Inc., 1989. Paper choice has a large
impact on any printing job, both visually and financially. The book gives a great deal of partical
information about paper and choosing it. The greatest attribute of this book is its large collection of
samples.
Campbell, Alastair. The Graphic Designers Handbook. Philadelphia: Running Press, 1987. This
vertical format, one-inch thick book covers the topics of design, photography, design equipment,
typesetting, reproduction and printing production. It is an easy-to-use reference manual geared toward
graphic designers. Parts of the book can be read without reading the entire book.
Eckstein, Helene W. Color in the 21st Century. New York: Watson-Guptill Publications, 1991. The
design of the book is very straightforward almost boring, but very well organized and easy to follow.
Almost every aspect of four-color printing is covered. Reproducing original art is specifically covered on
four pages. It is not necessary to read the entire book.
Pocket Pal. New York: International Paper Company, 1984. The name of this book is derived from
how it is used: literally in the pocket of tradespeople for easy reference.The simple, direct prose and
large quantity of illustrations and photographs make it easy to follow. Often available in art supply
stores.
Simon, Hilda. Color in Reproduction, Theory and Technique for Artists and Designers. New York:
The Viking Press, 1980. This book is written for both artists and designers. It is comprised of many
illustrations, including a section showing the combinations of different process ink colors. The type is
large, similar to a children's book.
Southworth, Miles. Pocket Guide to Color Reproduction. Livonia, New York: Graphic Arts Publishing
Company, 1987. A small book with a yellow cover, gives a concise technical understanding of color
reproduction. Written for the trade, understandable to someone with some knowledge of color
reproduction.This book can be obtained directly from the publisher at 3100 Bronson Hill Road, Livonia,
NewYork 14487.
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Thank you for taking the time to review this booklet and to write down your
comments about it. As I mentioned to you earlier, this booklet is my master's
thesis project. It is an outgrowth of my professional experience during which I
observed that artists and printers do not speak the same language, and yet
artists need printers to reproduce their artwork occasionally and printers need
artists for their business. This booklet is an attempt to bridge the language
barrier. Your review will help me quantify 1) how useful this type of booklet
would be to artists and 2) whether it would help bridge the communication
gap between artists and printers. Please be honest with your responses; it is
important that I know what the problems are. I hope the questionnaire
format provides an easy format for you to respond to the booklet. I think it
will be an easy way for me to quantify your responses.
I am on a very tight time deadline, if it is possible for you to read the booklet
and fill out the questionnaire by Monday August 28, or sooner, that would be
wonderful. Please call me (385-3911) when you have finished the
questionnaire and I will come pick it up or if you are in town you could drop
it off on my back porch at 640 Taylor (corner of Lawrence). If that is not
possible I still would like to receive your comments please mail it to me as
soon as possible. The booklet and the prints from the case study are for you to
keep, as a way to express my gratitude for your taking the time to fill out this
questionnaire.
I am not asking you to proof read, if you do find typos however, please let me




YOUR PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE WITH FOUR-COLOR PRINTING
1) What media do you work in? Q fti.tfVf (M ( <rtfe , M^kc*)
2) So you have a need to have your artwork reproduced?
(Yes) No
3) For what reason?
Note cards Poster ( Catalog^ / Gallery show ^ Other,I announcement/ please explain
4) How familiar are you with the four-color pre-press and printing processes?





5) How often have you had your artwork reproduced?
I have had\ I have had a few I have never
many pieces \ of my pieces had any of my pieces
of my artwork] reproduced reproduced
reproduced
* * * If you have never had you artwork reproduced, skip to PART B, RESPONSE
TO THE BOOKLET section on the next page
3) If you have had your artwork reproduced, how did you like the results?
If you have had multiple pieces reproduced and had different responses to each
reproduction, circle the answers that apply and write the number of times you have
had that reaction.
I was very pleased I was pleased The reproduction I was very displeased
-^ was acceptable, 2Z-TYi but I was disappointed *A
3
4) If you were displeased, why? . r ,
'
.
5) If you found the reproduction was acceptable but you were disappointed,
did you understand why the reproduction did not look as good as you had
hoped? ^____
I understood why / I sort of understood / I did not understand
it reproduced [ why it reproduced / what the problem
poorly I poorly I was
6) How much of the prihrhrg^rocesses did the printer explain to you?
The printer took me The printer [ The printer
through the shop and gave me a brief y did not explain
explained the verbal description Vanything to me
processes in considerable of the process
detail
7) Did the printer explain that it is difficult to obtain an exact match using
four-color printing?
Yes ( Sort of\ Not really
8) Do you feel printers understand you when you communicate with them?
Yes ( Sort of\ Not really
9) Do you understand the information printers communicate with you?
Yes ( Sort ofl Not really
2JA
PART B
RESPONSE TO THE BOOKLET
1) Did you generally understand the material presented in the booklet?
Completely I More or less^/ Barely Not at all
2) Do you feel you could communicate better with printers as a result of
reading this booklet? (Please be honest)
Sort of Not really
3) Was the case study (the first part of the booklet with the photographs) a
helpful way to understand the steps involved in the pre-press and printing
processes?
Yes] Sort of Not really
3) Were the captions in the step-by-step case study (circle any that apply) ?
.^Understandable) Confusing Too technical Not technical enough
Too long Too short (interesting) Boring
4) Did the photographs help you understand the pre-press and printing
processes?
OfesN Sort of Not really
5) After looking at the pictures and reading the captions in the case study, do
r'ou have a better understanding of what is involved in four-color printing?
Better understanding^^ About the same More confused
*"-~-
~A understanding I had than I was before
before I read it reading it
5) Are you more likely to read technical information if it is presented as
running text with inserted illustrations or as illustrations with lengthy
captions?
^ ~^^
Prefer running / Prefer illustrations >. Either Avoid reading
text with inserted ( with lengthy J technical
illustrations with short \captions s^ information
captions ^^_^
6) What changes could be made to the case study to make it more
understandable? (continue your answer on the back if necessary)
lt.5
7) Did you understand the information in the Specific Notes Regarding the
Reproduction of Artwork section?
Completely/ More or less Barely Not at all
8)JHow did you read the specific notes section (circle any that apply)?
Skipped around Other, please describe
and read what
and read to the end interststed me
9) Was the information in the specific notes section (circle any that apply) ?
Too technical Not technical ( Useful/ More information
enough \^__^A than I ever
wanted to know
10) What changes could be made to this section to make it more
understandable? (continue your answer on the back if necessary)
Ttve YY^> ryij&s&jJrt^d. iks*<^>~ <^-td-ts* . (yv^z. o^trt
11) Did you use the glossary while reading the booklet? P*AaaAt^ < stw-*. ^ -y^
Frequently Some Once \Not at all 5 >;
(^CZdjLeri tvO .
12) If you have had your artwork reproduced in the past, did you encounter
any of the terms in the booklet and not know what they meant?
yp No
13) Would it have been helpful to understand what they meant?
No
14) If you were having something printed would this glossary be useful?
No
15) Please read some of the descriptions in the glossary to words you do not
know_the_meamng of and circle the appropriate answer below.
I sort of understood I did not
the descriptions understand
the descriptions
16) Would the list of questions in the back of the booklet entitled Questions to
Ask Your Printer be useful to you when interviewing printers?
/-Yes/ No
2&
17) How would you see yourself using this list of questions?
would copy it \ I would read it I would not use it I do not understand it
over and keep it
in mind
18) How could this list be made more useful?
\l. r$m,i v\JiizA( 4vv ?
19) Would you be interested in reading any of the books listed in the
Annotated List for Further Reading if they were available to you?
Yes May be (Probably not \ Definitely not
20) If you had not been asked to read this booklet and you were looking for
information on the subject of reproduction of original artwork, which of the
following would you be most likely to read?
Medium length book (Small pamphlet) ( Magazine article ~) I wouldn't read
anything
21) If you were to describe this booklet to a fellow artist what would you say?
'f> ia/^As<0? asirtrA ^(AyC^ *~p> fU^Jr
0JU^) Ar-^. /yWTX^V- t/V^c*A/if-i*~-erl aAf>\i^
*t~~T\^&s^KA*-^'
Thank you very much for taking the time to read this booklet and to fill out
the questionnaire.
2fo?
AUG 29 '95 10:48 FROM NT1D/RIT LBJ-2315 TO 913603853891 PAGE. 002
Dear Artist,
&M^
Thank you for taking the time to review this booklet and to write down your
comments about it As I mentioned to you earlier, this booklet is my master's
thesis project. It is an outgrowth of my professional experience during which I
observed that artists and printers do not speak the same language, and yet
artists need printers to reproduce their artwork occasionally and printers need
artists for their business. This booklet is an attempt to bridge the language
barrier. Your review will help me quantify 1) how useful this type or booklet
would be to artists and 2) whether it would help bridge the cxsmmunication
gap between artists and printers. Please be honest with your responses; it is
important that I know what the problems are.
I am not asking you to proof read, if you do find typos however, please let me
know where they occur. ~\
Tlease leliun tlilt, quuslionnairo in the enclosed self addressed stampcd-
\vclope. You can keep the booklet if you like. If you do not want it, please




YOUR PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE WITH FOUR-COLOR PRINTING
l)y^tme^do you work in? )n^uC^0ml &l$Y\ /offset & OtftCrtyll.
2) So you have a need fo have your artwork reproduced?
No
3) For what reason?
^Poster) ^Catalog") ^<S3iery show^s aherr~T- . J^OCrfa~" ' innounr.rn.nt/ tf/BU* explain \Y&- & .
4) How familiar are you with the four-color pre-press and printing processes?
Very familiar C I have a general understanding^) I know a little I know nothing about it
5) How often have you had your artwork reproduced?
I have had^v I have had a few I have never
many pieces ] of my pieces had any of my pieces
ofmy artwork J reproduced reproduced
reproduced
* * * If you have never had you artwork reproduced, skip to PART B, RESPONSE
TO THE BOOKLET section on the next page
Ztf)
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api0^#O^^
4
3) If you have had your artwork reproduced, how did you like the results?
If you have had multiple pieces reproduced and had different responses to each
reproduction, circle the answers that apply and write the number of times you have
had that reaction.
I wa very pleased I was pleased Y^Tca reproduction ^\ Iwu very displeased
was acceptable,
but I was disappointed,
4) If you were displeased, why?
Qo\*A iryri" flCUAtvk- / Y& cU^d <->
{yjM""
<\<**-~
5) If you found the reproduction was acceptable but you were disappointed,
did you understand why the reproduction did not look as good as you had
hoped?
l understood why A\ sort of understood ^ I did not understandit reproduced f why it reproduced J what the problem
poorly V poorly was
6) How much of the printing processes did the printer explain to you?
The printer took me The printer
through the shop and gave me a brief
explained the verbal description
processes. in considerable of the process
detail
7) Did the printer explain that it is difficult to obtain an exact match using
four-color printing?
Yes Sort of (Not really
8) Do you feel printers understand you when you communicate with them?
Yes /Sort of^ Not really
9) Do you understand the mformation printers communicate with you?
^SortoO Not really f ^O^-f^^^A f~ducfl<f*
PARTB f^wiy +- *sf utrt* -tf-* pwVf^
RESPONSE TO THE BOOKLET tcfaaHy .
1) Did you generally understand the material presented in the booklet?
Completely /More or less*"^ Barely Not at all
Z(A
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2) Do you feel you could communicate better with printers as a result of
reading this booklet? (Please be honest)
Yes J Sort of Not really
3/ 3) Was the case study (the first part of the booklet with the photographs) a
<Am)C'
helPful wav to understand the steps involved in the pre-press and printing
processes?
A *~^
^v V. Yes J Sort of Not really
3) Were the captions in the step-by-step case study frirrifi any that apply) ?
Understandable ~j Confusing Too technical Not technical enough
156 long
"^
Too short Interesting Boring
ftfah
4) Did the photographs help you understand the pre-press and printing
processes?
Yes J Sort of Not really
5) After looking at the pictures and reading the captions in the case study, do
you have a better understanding of what is involved in four-color printing?
*")Better understanding J About the same More confusedunderstanding I had than I was before
before 1 read it reading It
5) Are you more likely to read technical information if it is presented as
running text with inserted illustrations or as illustrations with lengthy
captions?
k,j.
Prefer running A Prefer illustrations j Either Avoid readingl/lr^
^ text with Inserted / with lengthy J technical*"""' illustrationswith shortV^^^ captions ^y Information
captions
6) What changes could be made to the case study to make it more
understandable? (continue your answer on the back if necessary) J*tC. t^l(H~VS C@&
(wt dxHds-' ( hope u wctckatoCpih ttfirtwhcf)
serpe/t IrtadT av\ sec , but wt"t) /ou>inj
-
p^c* *p4r+
7) Did you understand the information in the Specific Notes Regarding the
Reproduction of Artwork section?
Completely r More or less ) Barely Not at all
8) How did you read the specific notes section (circle any that apply)?
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9) Was the information in this section inn-ia a, that appiy^ ?
Too technical Not technical enough (Useful j More Information Just right
X- -*A than I ever
wanted to know
10) What changes could be made to this section to make it more
understandable? (continue your answer on the back if necessary) \4 ^fad. S 1*1 H&* t^t hc/f
It'sf-of *>bj*cf-5 c<*tt*<d tf ixjmty of section
11) Did you use the glossary while reading the booklet?
Frequently Some f*Oncey Not at all
12) If you have had your artwork reproduced in the past, did you encounter
any ot the terms in the booklet and not know what they meant?
eT^ No
13) Would it have been helpful to understand what they meant?
fYeJ No
14) If you were having something printed would this glossary be useful?
^YeT) No
15) Would the list of questions in the back of the booklet entitled Questions to
Ask Your Printer be useful to you when interviewing printers?
(^Ye7) no j&cfoy% f^3 Dhif&ftrr
16) How would you see yourself using this list of questions?
i,in i i
I would copy It f \ would read lt\ I would not use it I do not understand
them and take them I over and keep it
with me to an ^4?. nu'lc'
Interview ^**- .
17) How could this list be made more useful?
18) Would you be interested in reading any of the books listed in the
Annotated List of References if they were available to you?
& May be Probably not Definitely not
z?l
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19) If you had not been asked to read this booklet and you were looking for
information on the subject of reproduction of original artwork, which of the
following would you be most lik^lyto read?
Medium length book f Small pamphlet j A Magazine article ) I wouldn't read
n^^^ \^^ anything
20) If you were to describe this booklet to a fellow artist what would you say?
fyflr^VMlCifia -*tfaK hLh Mjk^hvsk*MAtA*1%L.
aank you very mucn fortaking the time to read this booklet and to fill out
the questionnaire.
~~ydtfo*4 -~ X am still miss\m iftt test, zivcUj-
VteiWN m*KC to iffi oc /okdots
mA cvst
difficult- -test* - *>~
r x m .




Wit MfrKS - Se^r-xH^#/* *"#&
%^^mdYi^JjjM-
Oa ih \ a^
Dear Artist,
(t^1
Thank you for taking the time to review this booklet and to write down your
comments about it. As I mentioned to you earlier, this booklet is my master's
thesis project. It is an outgrowth of my professional experience during which I
observed that artists and printers do not speak the same language, and yet
artists need printers to reproduce their artwork occasionally and printers need
artists for their business. This booklet is an attempt to bridge the language
barrier. Your review will help me quantify 1) how useful this type of booklet
would be to artists and 2) whether it would help bridge the communication
gap between artists and printers. Please be honest with your responses; it is
important that I know what the problems are. I hope the questionnaire
format provides an easy format for you to respond to the booklet. I think it
will be an easy way for me to quantify your responses.
I am on a very tight time deadline, if it is possible for you to read the booklet
and fill out the questionnaire by Monday August 28, or sooner, that would be
wonderful. Please call me (385-3911) when you have finished the
questionnaire and I will come pick it up or if you are in town you could drop
it off on my back porch at 640 Taylor (corner of Lawrence). If that is not
possible I still would like to receive your comments please mail it to me as
soon as possible. The booklet and the prints from the case study are for you to
keep, as a way to express my gratitude for your taking the time to fill out this
questionnaire.
I am not asking you to proof read, if you do find typos however, please let me
know where they occur. u^>st, a*,, ca<s^/., - ***/*




YOUR PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE WITH FOUR-COLOR PRINTING
1) What media do you work in? WAy//Y[^
2) So you have a need to have your artwork reproduced?
Yes^ No
3) For what reason?
Note cards^ Poster Catalog Gallery show Other, /" ' r S-
'
announcement please explain
4) How familiar are you with the four-color pre-press and printing processes?
Very familiar k-Tnave a general understanding I know a little I know nothing about it
233
5) How often have you had your artwork reproduced?
I have had I-have had a few I have never
many pieces ^of my pieces had any of my pieces
of my artwork reproduced reproduced
reproduced
* * * If you have never had you artwork reproduced, skip to PART B, RESPONSE
TO THE BOOKLET section on the next page
3) If you have had your artwork reproduced, how did you like the results?
If you have had multiple pieces reproduced and had different responses to each
reproduction, circle the answers that apply and write the number of times you have
had that reaction.
I was very pleased *-fwas pleased The reproduction I was very displeased
was acceptable,
but I was disappointed
4) If you were displeased, why?
5) If you found the reproduction was acceptable but you were disappointed,
did you understand why the reproduction did not look as good as you had
hoped?
I understood why I sort of understood I did not understand
it reproduced why it reproduced what the problem
poorly poorly was
6) How much of the printing processes did the printer explain to you?
The printer took me ir-The printer The printer
through the shop and gave me a brief did not explain
explained the verbal description anything to me
processes in considerable of the process
detail
7) Did the printer explain that it is difficult to obtain an exact match using
four-color printing?
Yes "-Sort of Not really
8) Do you feel printers understand you when you communicate with them?
Yes ?Sort of Not really
9) Do you understand the information printers communicate with you?
Yes -5ort of Not really
PART B
RESPONSE TO THE BOOKLET
1) Did you generally understand the material presented in the booklet?
?Completely More or less Barely Not at all
2) Do you feel you could communicate better with printers as a result of
reading this booklet? (Please be honest)
uYes Sort of Not really
3) Was the case study (the first part of the booklet with the photographs) a
helpful way to understand the steps involved in the pre-press and printing
processes?
wYes Sort of Not really
3) Were the captions in the step-by-step case study (circle any that apply) ?
Understandable ) Confusing Too technical Not technical enough
Too long Too short Y Interesting ) Boring
4) Did the photographs help you understand the pre-press and printing
processes?
fc-Yes Sort of Not really
5) After looking at the pictures and reading the captions in the case study, do
you have a better understanding of what is involved in four-color printing?
ir-Befter understanding About the same More confused
understanding I had than I was before
before I read it reading it
5) Are you more likely to read technical information if it is presented as
running text with inserted illustrations or as illustrations with lengthy
captions?
Prefer running /^Prefer illustrations Either Avoid reading
text with inserted with lengthy technical
illustrations with short captions information
captions
6) What changes could be made to the case study to make it more
understandable? (continue your answer on the back if necessary)
Yi^A-r^u ^.e S.. ., ^> A?s ^ A' ' r-?.<S'~~f A' -J




7) Did you understand the information in the Specific Notes Regarding the
Reproduction of Artwork section?
Completely "More or less Barely Not at all
8) How did you read the specific notes section (circle any that apply)?
at Skipped around Other, please describe
the beginning and read what
and read to the end interststed me
9) Was the information in the specific notes section (circle any that apply) ?
Too technical Not technical -UseTul More information Just right
enough than I ever
wanted to know
10) What changes could be made to this section to make it more
understandable? (continue your answer on the back if necessary)
11) Did you use the glossary while reading the booklet?
Frequently Some Once "Not at all
12) If you have had your artwork reproduced in the past, did you encounter
any of the terms in the booklet and not know what they meant?
Yes whMo
13) Would it have been helpful to understand what they meant?
"-YeT No
14) If you were having something printed would this glossary be useful?
vYes No
15) Please read some of the descriptions in the glossary to words you do not
know the meaning of and circle the appropriate answer below.
JFhe descriptions made I sort of understood I did not ,, \
sense to me the descriptions understand
"*
the descriptions Vr/V /"
16) Would the list of questions in the back of the booklet entitled Questions to
Ask Your Printer be useful to you when interviewing printers?
Jtes No
Zl<o
17) How would you see yourself using this list of questions?
I would copy it I-would read it I would not use it I do not understand it
and take it *-^over and keep it
with me to an in mind
interview
18) How could this list be made more useful?
19) Would you be interested in reading any of the books listed in the
Annotated List for Further Reading if they were available to you?
Yes May be "Pfobably not Definitely not
20) If you had not been asked to read this booklet and you were looking for
information on the subject of reproduction of original artwork, which of the
following would you be most likely to read?
Medium length book -Small pamphlet ^-Magazine article I wouldn't read
anything
21) If you were to describe this booklet to a fellow artist what would you say?
tYt-A ^yt^^AA 'rjA^s. ^A
'
'' -> - '^ *->
C ' /I /** -- *rV _^ A'- t"/
Thank you very much for taking the time to read this booklet and to fill out
the questionnaire.
2W*. S *~^ ^^O ^ /
S?sc^ c *sS*e- c/ s. 9-S
r *) _^-_=/^ 4 /<- -^ ^Y -
C-. s~fA' ' *9-A- * -J *r-l






Thank you for taking the time to review this booklet and to write down your
comments about it. As I mentioned to you earlier, this booklet is my master's
thesis project. It is an outgrowth of my professional experience during which I
observed that artists and printers do not speak the same language, and yet
artists need printers to reproduce their artwork occasionally and printers need
artists for their business. This booklet is an attempt to bridge the language
barrier. Your review will help me quantify 1) how useful this type of booklet
would be to artists and 2) whether it would help bridge the communication
gap between artists and printers. Please be honest with your responses; it is
important that I know what the problems are. I hope the questionnaire
format provides an easy format for you to respond to the booklet. I think it
will be an easy way for me to quantify your responses.
I am on a very tight time deadline, if it is possible for you to read the booklet
and fill out the questionnaire by Monday August 28, or sooner, that would be
wonderful. Please call me (385-3911) when you have finished the
questionnaire and I will come pick it up or if you are in town you could drop
it off on my back porch at 640 Taylor (corner of Lawrence). If that is not
possible I still would like to receive your comments please mail it to me as
soon as possible. The booklet and the prints from the case study are for you to
keep, as a way to express my gratitude for your taking the time to fill out this
questionnaire.
I am not asking you to proof read, if you do find typos however, please let me




YOUR PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE WITH FOUR-COLOR PRINTING
1) What media do you work in? W a T R Colo r - o \
Ml< Pc-jui - T c
2) So you have a need to have your artwork reproduced?
No
3) For what reason?
Poster \ Catalog C-'allery show \ Other,
please explain
4) How familiar are you with the four-color pre-press and printing processes?
Very familiar I have a general understanding Fknow a little I know nothing about it
tM
5) How often have you had your artwork reproduced?
I have had I ^ave had a^few I have never
many pieces of^my pieces ; had any of my pieces
ofmy artwork reproduced -' reproduced
reproduced \^/
* * * If you have never had you artwork reproduced, skip to PART B, RESPONSE
TO THE BOOKLET section on the next page
3) If you have had your artwork reproduced, how did you like the results?
If you have had multiple pieces reproduced and had different responses to each
reproduction, circle the answers that apply and write the number of times you have
had that reaction. ^
I was very pleased ( I was pleased The reproduction I was very displeased
\ was acceptable,
but I was disappointed
4) If you were displeased, why?
5) If you found the reproduction was acceptable but you were disappointed,
did you understand why the reproduction did not look as good as you had
hoped?
I understood why I sort of understood I did not understand
it reproduced why it reproduced what the problem
poorly poorly was
6) How much of the printing processes did the printer explain to you?
The printer took me The printer f The printer
,
._ ,c
through the shop and gave me a brief \ did not explain
'
explained the verbal description ^--anything to me
processes in considerable of the process ^ _.
detail ^
7) Did the printer explain that it is difficult to obtain an exact match using
four-color printing?
Yes Sort of Not really
8) Do you feel printers understand you when you communicate with them?
Yes Sort of Not really
9) Do you understand the information printers communicate with you?
Yes Sort of Not really
v\\
PART B
RESPONSE TO THE BOOKLET
1) Did you generally understand the material presented in the booklet?
Completely ( More or less -. Barely Not at all
VjWcH 15 (-low
i Vr4.pcA s taij t aM f\as. r
2) Do you feel you could communicate better with printers as a result of
reading this booklet? (Please be honest)
Yes ) Sort of Not really
3) Was the case study (the first part of the booklet with the photographs) a
helpful way to understand the steps involved in the pre-press and printing
processes?
^\ Y
Yes Sort of Not really
/
3) Were the captions in the step-by-step case study (circle any that apply) ?
Nl^nderstandable Confusing Too technical Not technical enough
Too long Too short Interesting Boring C- c& x> Jo g.
4) Did the photographs help you understand the pre-press and printing
processes?
Yes i Sort of Not really
5) After looking at the pictures and reading the captions in the case study, do
youJiaye_a_better understanding of what is involved in four-color printing?
Better understanding \ About the same More confused
) understanding I had than I was before
before I read it reading it
5) Are you more likely to read technical information if it is presented as
running text with inserted illustrations or as illustrations with lengthy
captions?
Prefer running \ Prefer illustrations Either Avoid reading
text with inserted with lengthy technical
, illustrations with short I captions information
V captions ^^
6) What changes could be made to the case study to make it more
understandable? (continue your answer on the back if necessary)
\ $ e a^> 0 k TO A^ f
v&>
7) Did you understand the information in the Specific Notes Regarding the
Reproduction of Artwork section?
ipletely More or less Barely Not at all
did you read the specific notes section (circle any that apply)?
Skipped around Other, please describe ,
and read what ^p -fft^ vJ t^ T &A-
^
interststed me '
, _ , . r. ., n , <, <-_
Ut6fcP \\k%-t r\-Mf7 i t-it'-A
9) Was the information in the specific notes section (circle any that apply) ?
Too technical Not technical \Useful ) More information Just right
enough \. /' than I ever
wanted to know
10) What changes could be made to this section to make it more
understandable? (continue your answer on the back if necessary)
11) Did you use the glossary while reading the booklet?
r \Frequently / Some \ Once Not at all
12) If you have had your artwork reproduced in the past, did you encounter
any of the terms in the booklet and not know what they meant?
'
Yes i No
13) Would it have been helpful to understand what they meant?
(Yes \ No
14) If you were having something printed would this glossary be useful?
/Yes j No
15) Please read some of the descriptions in the glossary to words you do not
know the meaning of and circle the appropriate answer below.
/The descriptions made ) I sort of understood I did not
sense to me the descriptions understand
the descriptions
16) Would the list of questions in the back of the booklet entitled Questions to
Y^sk Your Printer be useful to you when interviewing printers?
No
\
17) How would you see^y^urself using this list of questions?
I would copy it / I would read it \ I would not use it I do not understand it
and take it over and keep it ]
with me to an V in mind J
interview \^^ ^^U/\Py Af\^- lJJ Tfc 5
18) How could this lisTbemade more useful?
19) Would you be interested in reading any of the books listed in the
Annotated List for Further Reading if they were available to you?
Yes May be Probably not Definitely not
f\Mr/,4 LffTte m*YB L.0CJK. A-T ' Ye5 DF(>JfTLV (^
l^^
20) If you had not been asked to read this booklet and you were looking for fri* r*<>
information on the subject of reproduction of original artwork, which of the
following would you be most likely to read?
Medium length book /Small pamphlet' Magazine article I wouldn't read
anything
21) If you were to describe this booklet to a fellow artist what would you say?
A Coop (fj TKovOcTui^ -f& Tt1 Coloi^ f f- ' n t i M
"
Thank you very much for taking the time to read this booklet and to fill out
the questionnaire.
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Thank you for taking the time to review this booklet and to write down your
comments about it. As I mentioned to you earlier, this booklet is my master's
thesis project. It is an outgrowth of my professional experience during which I
observed that artists and printers do not speak the same language, and yet
artists need printers to reproduce their artwork occasionally and printers need
artists for their business. This booklet is an attempt to bridge the language
barrier. Your review will help me quantify 1) how useful this type of booklet
would be to artists and 2) whether it would help bridge the communication
gap between artists and printers. Please be honest with your responses; it is
important that I know what the problems are. I hope the questionnaire
format provides an easy format for you to respond to the booklet. I think it
will be an easy way for me to quantify your responses.
I am on a very tight time deadline, if it is possible for you to read the booklet
and fill out the questionnaire by Monday August 28, or sooner, that would be
wonderful. Please call me (385-3911) when you have finished the
questionnaire and I will come pick it up or if you are in town you could drop
it off on my back porch at 640 Taylor (corner of Lawrence). If that is not
possible I still would like to receive your comments please mail it to me as
soon as possible. The booklet and the prints from the case study are for you to
keep, as a way to express my gratitude for your taking the time to fill out this
questionnaire.
I am not asking you to proof read, if you do find typos however, please let me




YOUR PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE WITH FOUR-COLOR PRINTING
1) What media do you work in? S^/7/'^^^
2) So you have a need to have your artwork reproduced?
Yes / N
3) For what reason?
Note cards Poster Catalog ( Gallery show i Other,
announcement y please explain
4) How familiar are you with the four-color pre-press and printing processes?
Very familiar I have a general understanding I know a little I know nothing about it
2#*









had any of my pieces
reproduced
* * *If you have never had you artwork reproduced, skip to PART B, RESPONSE
TO THE BOOKLET section on the next page
3) If you have had your artwork reproduced, how did you like the results?
If you have had multiple pieces reproduced and had different responses to each




but I was disappointed
I was very displeased
4) If you were displeased, why?
5) If you found the reproduction was acceptable but you were disappointed,





I sort of understood
why it reproduced
poorly




6) How much of the printing processes did theprinter explain to you?
The printer took me











7) Did the printer explain that it is difficult to obtain an exact match using
four-color printing?
Yes Sort of Not really ;
8) Do you feel-painters understand you when you communicate with them?
Yes V Sort of J Not really
9) Do you jondexstand the information printers communicate with you?
Yes ( Sort of \ Not really
zv\
PART B
RESPONSE TO THE BOOKLET
1) Did you generally understand the material presented in the booklet?
Completely More or less Barely Not at all
2) Do you feel you could communicate better with printers as a result of
reading this booklet? (Please be honest)
Sort of Not really
Was the case study (the first part of the booklet with the photographs) a
helpful way to understand the steps involved in the pre-press and printing ~ ,- >
rocesses?
Sort of / Not really
3) Were the captions in the step-by-step case study (circle any that apply) ?
Understandable Confusing Too technical Not technical enough
Too long Too short Interesting Boring





Yes I Sort of J Not really
5) After looking at the pictures and reading the captions in the case study, do
you_hav_e_a_better understanding of what is involved in four-color printing?
About the same More confused
understanding I had than I was before
before I read it reading it
5) Are you more likely to read technical information if it is presented as
running text with inserted illustrations or as illustrations with lengthy v^. ^
captions?""
-.. "^a, 'T
Prefer running \ Prefer illustrations Either Avoid reading AA-L
*
_
text with inserted \ with lengthy technical jV^ y-p-ffi (7<
illustrations with short j captions information '"^ ,
"captions ^A Iprf. JlVfcjZ
6) What changes could be made to the case study to make it more /->
understandable? (continue your answer on the back if necessary) I t-^b
2%5
7) Did you understand the information in the Specific Notes Regarding the
Reproduction of Artwork section?
y Completely More or less Barely Not at all
^ 8)-How did you read the specific notes section (circle any that apply)?
Started at ~~"\ Skipped around Other, please describe
the beginning t and read what
and read to the enoy interststed me
9) Was the information in the^rSpe^ific~~notes section (circle any that apply) ?
Too technical Not technical / Useful J More information Just right
enough ( ^A than I ever
wanted to know
10) What changes could be made to this section to make it more
understandable? (continue your answer on the back if necessary)
11) Did you use the glossary while reading the booklet?
A^ ^
Frequently Some Once ( Not at all >
12) If you have had your artwork reproduced in the past, did you encounter
any of the terms in the booklet and not know what they meant?
Yes j No
13) Would it have been helpful to understand what they meant?
( Yes") No
14) If you were having something printed would this glossary be useful?
No J-'
15) Please read some of the descriptions in the glossary^fcTwords you do not
know the meaning of and circle the appropriate answer below.
The descriptions made 1 I sort of understood I did not
sense to me ^/ the descriptions understand
_- the descriptions
16) Would the list of questions in the back of the booklet entitled Questions to
Ask Your Printer be useful to you when interviewing printers?
ZVo
17) How would you see yourself using this list of questions?
I would not use it I do not understand it
\
I would copy it
and take it
with me to an
interview
I would read it
over and keep it
'"t^D^?.
18) How could this list beJftade more useful?
19) Would you be interested in reading any of the books listed in the
Annotated List for Further Readhj^4Hhey^diere available to you?
Yes May be Definitely not
20) If you had not been asked to read this booklet and you were looking for
information on the subject of reproduction of original artwork, which of the
following would you be mj^Hii^eTynioYead?
Medium length book Small pamphlet Magazine article I wouldn't read
anything
21) If you were to descrijge this jgociklet to a fellow artist what would you say?





Thank you for taking the time to review this booklet and to write down your
comments about it. As I mentioned to you earlier, this booklet is my master's
thesis project. It is an outgrowth of my professional experience during which I
observed that artists and printers do not speak the same language, and yet
artists need printers to reproduce their artwork occasionally and printers need
artists for their business. This booklet is an attempt to bridge the language
barrier. Your review will help me quantify 1) how useful this type of booklet
would be to artists and 2) whether it would help bridge the communication
gap between artists and printers. Please be honest with your responses; it is
important that I know what the problems are. I hope the questionnaire
format provides an easy format for you to respond to the booklet. I think it
will be an easy way for me to quantify your responses.
I am on a very tight time deadline, if it is possible for you to read the booklet
and fill out the questionnaire by Monday August 28, or sooner, that would be
wonderful. Please call me (385-3911) when you have finished the
questionnaire and I will come pick it up or if you are in town you could drop
it off on my back porch at 640 Taylor (corner of Lawrence). If that is not
possible I still would like to receive your comments please mail it to me as
soon as possible. The booklet and the prints from the case study are for you to
keep, as a way to express my gratitude for your taking the time to fill out this
questionnaire.
I am not asking you to proof read, if you do find typos however, please let me




YOUR PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE WITH FOUR-COLOR PRINTING
1) What media do you work in? ~MaYa^ jr^ r^^U^
2) So you have a need to have your artwork reproduced?
No
3) For what reason?
pote card Poster /Catalog / ^Gallery show > Other,
i^__^Y ( announcement please explain
4) How familiar ai__yo-with^ pre-press and printing processes?
Very familiar /have a general understanding ) I know a little I know nothing about it
1%%
5) How often have you had your artwork reproduced?
have had I have had a few I have never
many pieces~\ of my pieces had any of my pieces
ofmy artwork/ reproduced reproduced
reproduced/
* * *If you have never had you artwork reproduced, skip to PART B, RESPONSE
TO THE BOOKLET section on the next page
3) If you have had your artwork reproduced, how did you like the results?
If you have had multiple pieces reproduced and had different responses to each
reproduction, circle the answers that apply and write the number of times you have
had that reaction.
I was very pleased f I was pleased / The reproductiorT~~\ I was very displeased
4) If you were displeased, why?
AM^J^ 1(jO ^-tirA. frt0*tw -ijLUy O^ltfSKtXJ-
5) If you found the reproduction was acceptable but you were disappointed,
did you understand why the reproduction did not look as good as you had
hoped?
1 understood why Y\ sort of understood I did not understand
it reproduced ( why it reproduced^ what the problem
poorly Vpoorly was
6) How much of the printing processes did the printer explain to you?
The printer took me /The pnnter \ The printer
through the shop and / gave me a brief I did not explain
explained the I verbal description anything to me
processes in considerable \^f the process,
detail X ^
7) Did the printer explain that it is difficult to obtain an exact match using
four-color printing?
(Ygs/ Sort of Not really
8) Do you feel printers understand you when you communicate with them?
Yes ^ortof) Not really
9) Do you understand the information printers communicate with you?
f-^es) Sort of Not really
2*1
PARTB
RESPONSE TO THE BOOKLET
1) Did you generally understand the material presented in the booklet?
More or less Barely Not at all
2) Do you feel you could communicate better with printers as a result of
reading this booklet? (Please be honest)
(YesY Sort of Not really
3) Was the case study (the first part of the booklet with the photographs) a
helpful way to understand the steps involved in the pre-press and printing
processes?
Yes) Sort of Not really
3) Were the captions in the step-by-step case study (circle any that apply) ?
Understandable^ Confusing Too technical Not technical enough
Too long Too short (interesting) Boring
4) Did the photographs help you understand the pre-press and printing
processes?
(Yes") Sort of Not really
5) After looking at the pictures and reading the captions in the case study, do
you have a better understanding of what is involved in four-color printing?
2tter understanding } About the same More confused
understanding I had than I was before
before I read it reading it
5) Are you more likely to read technical information if it is presented as
running text with inserted illustrations or as illustrations with lengthy
captions?
Prefer running /Prefer illustrations J Either Avoid reading
text with inserted ( with lengthy ,Y technical




6) What changes could be made to the case study to make it more
Understandable? (continue your answer on the back if necessary)
LAeircYr 'UoftUsL -ot- &AU<sy
mo
7) Did you understand the information in the Specific Notes Regarding the
Reproduction of Artwork section?
\pletely) More or less Barely Not at all
8) How did you read the specific notes section (circle any that apply)?
Started at ^v Skipped around Other, please describe
beginning \ and read what
read to the end ) interststed me
9) Was the information in the specific notes section (circle any that apply) ?
Too technical Not technical (Useful) More information Just right
enough j^^A than I ever
wanted to know
10) What changes could be made to this section to make it more
Understandable? (continue your answer on the back if necessary)
11) Did you use the glossary while reading the booklet?
Frequently <Cfome) Once Not at all
12) If you have had your artwork reproduced in the past, did you encounter
any of the terms in the booklet and not know what they meant?
CYgsZ No
13) Would it have been helpful to understand what they meant?
(y^s) No
14) If you were having something printed would this glossary be useful?
(Yep__ No
15) Please read some of the descriptions in the glossary to words you do not
know the meaning of and circle the appropriate answer below.
ne descriptions made J} I sort of understood I did not
me the descriptions understand
the descriptions
16) Would the list of questions in the back of the booklet entitled Questions to
Ask Your Printer be useful to you when interviewing printers?
Yes) No
v\\
17) How would you see yourself using this list of questions?
I would copy it /would read it^ I would not use it I do not understand it
and take it
with me to an
interview
18) How could this list be made more useful?
&JtlsUsfiA^
19) Would you be interested in reading any of the books listed in the
Annotated List for Further Reading if they were available to you?
Yes ( May tfc Probably not Definitely not
20) If you had not been asked to read this booklet and you were looking for
information on the subject of reproduction of original artwork, which of the
following would you be most likely to read?
Medium length book) Small pamphlet Magazine article I wouldn't read
. anything
21) If you were to describe this booklet to a fellow artist what would you say?
(^Hi^t^ CAuis^ ~h* dj** fiYYUyJA AL42SfiA>2 AY,
Thank you very much for taking the time to read this booklet and to fill out
the questionnaire.
kl^d^ . J& IjACJI dcr^to o^JU (U^ ty^
ZU
U tf v - ,-e.fvn^v
^lh
Dear Artist,
Thank you for taking the time to review this booklet and to write down your
comments about it. As I mentioned to you earlier, this booklet is my master's
thesis project. It is an outgrowth of my professional experience during which I
observed that artists and printers do not speak the same language, and yet
artists need printers to reproduce their artwork occasionally and printers need
artists for their business. This booklet is an attempt to bridge the language
barrier. Your review will help me quantify 1) how useful this type of booklet
would be to artists and 2) whether it would help bridge the communication
gap between artists and printers. Please be honest with your responses; it is
important that I know what the problems are. I hope the questionnaire
format provides an easy format for you to respond to the booklet. I think it
will be an easy way for me to quantify your responses.
I am on a very tight time deadline, if it is possible for you to read the booklet
and fill out the questionnaire by Monday August 28, or sooner, that would be
wonderful. Please call me (385-3911) when you have finished the
questionnaire and I will come pick it up or if you are in town you could drop
it off on my back porch at 640 Taylor (corner of Lawrence). If that is not
possible I still would like to receive your comments please mail it to me as
soon as possible. The booklet and the prints from the case study are for you to
keep, as a way to express my gratitude for your taking the time to fill out this
questionnaire.
I am not asking you to proof read, if you do find typos however, please let me




YOUR PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE WITH FOUR-COLOR PRINTING
1) What media do you work in? //^tUUg'cs , jitt^l /'YA^-i^^- , &s>u-
2) So you have a need to have your artwork reproduced?
v-AZ- c^c
Yes /IT^ /ZrLAtt-
3) For what reason?
Note cards Poster Catalog Gallery show Other,
announcement please explain
4) How familiar are you with the four-color pre-press and printing processes?
Very familiar I have a general understanding I know a little A[ know nothing about it
1V>
5) How often have you had your artwork reproduced?
I have had I have had a few /fhave never
many pieces of my pieces / had any of my piece^
ofmy artwork reproduced I reproduced
reproduced
* * *If you have never had you artwork reproduced, skip to PART B, RESPONSE
TO THE BOOKLET section on the next page
3) If you have had your artwork reproduced, how did you like the results?
If you have had multiple pieces reproduced and had different responses to each
reproduction, circle the answers that apply and write the number of times you have
had that reaction.
I was very pleased I was pleased The reproduction I was very displeased
was acceptable,
but I was disappointed
4) If you were displeased, why?
5) If you found the reproduction was acceptable but you were disappointed,
did you understand why the reproduction did not look as good as you had
hoped?
I understood why I sort of understood I did not understand
it reproduced why it reproduced what the problem
poorly poorly was
6) How much of the printing processes did the printer explain to you?
The printer took me The printer The printer
through the shop and gave me a brief did not explain
explained the verbal description anything to me
processes in considerable of the process
detail
7) Did the printer explain that it is difficult to obtain an exact match using
four-color printing?
Yes Sort of Not really
8) Do you feel printers understand you when you communicate with them?
Yes Sort of Not really
9) Do you understand the information printers communicate with you?
Yes Sort of Not really
L<M
PART B
RESPONSE TO THE BOOKLET
1) Did you generally understand the material presented in the booklet?
Completely
^
Y More-1 or less Barely Not at alli im i __ i Mory - S JL
'Y^--i
-y
~Y-Y-^ h^j-iz^^a ,^A^fA^ ^<-rf? cu-*-^-JLyi (YAY^.c^Y^2) Do you7feel you7 could communfcate^etter *with printers as a result -M
reading this booklet? (Please be honest)
Yes^) Sort of Not really
3) Was the case study (the first part of the booklet with the photographs) a
helpful way to understand the steps involved in the pre-press and printing
processes?
Yes^ Sort of Not really
3) Were the captions in the step-by-step case study (circle any that apply) ?
Confusing Too technical Not technical enough
Too long Too short ( Interesting ) Boring / , , A, , .(_(
4) Did the photographs help you understand the pre-press and printing
processes?
Yes^y Sort of Not really
5) After looking at the pictures and reading the captions in the case study, do
you have a better understanding of what is involved in four-color printing?
Better understanding ) About the same More confused
understanding I had than I was before
before I read it reading it
5) Are you more likely to read technical information if it is presented as
running text with inserted illustrations or as illustrations with lengthy
captions?
Prefer running / Prefer illustrations Either Avoid reading
text with inserted / with lengthy / technical




6) What changes could be made to the case study to make it more





7) Did you understand the information in the Specific Notes Regarding the
Reproduction of Artwork section?
Completely f More c)r less Barely Not at all
8) How did you read the specific notes section (circle any that apply)?
Started at
the beginning





9) Was the information in the specific notes section (circle any that apply) ?
Useful J More information Just rightToo technical Not technical
enough than I ever
wanted to know
10) What changes could be made to this section to make it more
understandable? (continue your answer on the back if necessary)
11) Did y^ou use the glossary while reading thebooklet?
~~yY^_jY___^ "r^^g-^"Y^Y&^^zXY-ff . ,
12) If you have had your>artwork reproduced in the past/^aid you encounter
any of the terms in the booklet and not know what they meant?
^-y
Yes No /(A//!
13) Would it have been helpful to understand what they meant?
Yes No
14) If you were having something printed would this glossary be useful?
/ No
15) Please read some of the descriptions in the glossary to words you do not
know the meaning of and circle the appropriate answer below.
/The descriptions made
^v sense to me





16) Would the list of questions in the back of the booklet entitled Questions to




17) How would you see yourself using this list of questions?
Awould copy it
j and take it
\ with me to anA
\interviev
. . would read it .
over and keep it J
in mind
I would not use it I do not understand it
18) How could this list be made more useful?
19) Would you be interested in reading any of the books listed in the
Annotated List for Further Reading if they were available to you?
Yes Probably, not Definitely not
20) If you had not been asked to read this booklet and you were looking for
information on the subject of reproduction of original artwork, which of the
following would you be most likely to read?
Medium length book I wouldn't read
anything





cThank you j^ry mupn for taking the time to<r-read this booklet and to fill out
the questionnaire.
^^ AA<^l- YA t^-u -_. x ^
-YJ^.AL~ ~Ul <A?
6
?L^A=
<^
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Xi
